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ABSTRACT. 

Little is documented about Xhosa-speaking women's experiences and the social and 

cultural they are faced with when seeking help for the abuse their 

marriages. This study the experiences of Xhosa married women who are in 

abusive relationships and sought help in a counselling organisation. It traces 

their path of seeking help bef9re they reached women's counselling centre. 

The study was conducted by holding in-depth interviews with eight women who 

in a township and its surrounding informal settlements in Town. narratives 

are presented in case studies and the discussion of significant themes is presented a 

separate The study that a number of factors influenced their decision 

to seek help. women wanted the abuse to stop rather than to leave their marriages. 

It revealed how traditional African values influenced the women's help seeking 

pathways. study that these women began by help from their 

laws before they went to their own families. It revealed that family regarded as their 

primary source of support while at the same it prolongs their search for help 

'within'. therefore, restricting them out professional help. The study 

suggests that women began by seeking help from their in-laws before went 

to their own families. They actively and persistently sought help for the abuse in 

informal .. ,,'''' ..... yy''' for a number of years and experienced being failed repeatedly by 

these systems. 

view ofthis study, it is recommended that these informal sources of help 

for collaboration with the formal helping agencies in order to provide 

needed service and support in a coordinated manner. Their usefulness could 

enhanced through education they could be an important potential resource 

mental health workers and professionals if they work differently. More research on 

cultural influences in help seeking is also to inform and equip the 

counsellors through training. 
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J 

CHAPTER 

INTRODUCTION. 

1.1 Introduction. 

The family has 

(1979, p.15) claim, 

revealed to be the most violent unit. & Strauss 

person is more likely hit and in his or her home 

another anywhere this was 

decades ago and increased interest and attention, it is still valid as the 

phenomenon is It was reiterated by Gilbert (1997, p.878), "the 

can be a dangerous place and individuals more to fear from close members of 

own families than total strangers". 

The concept of domestic violence is very broad and includes several of 

violence, such as child abuse, incest, family murder, spouse abuse or ... at1""" .... ..,o 

.. ~_'u ..... rape abuse of the elderly. study I will on one of 

domestic violence, abuse of women by their husbands, which is sometimes 

referred to as spouse abuse, wife or battering. These will used 

interchangeably in this thesis. 

Women abuse is a medical, and health across 

class, race and culture, despite awareness and policies made to deal it 

(Jacobs & Suleman, 1999; Penn-Kekana, 1997). It includes physical, emotional, 

verbal, sexual and financial abuse and in the worst situations death result 

(Schomstein, 1997). Though women are aware that abuse is no 'VU.,F,"" regarded as a 

private matter and that there is even a law it in Africa, it is still under

reported (Human Rights Watch, There is a growing number of women 

who are killed by their partners, which usually happens after months or years of 

abuse. question is often asked is, do women 

"' ........... >.A ..... help? Motsei (1993) argues ask 

account cultural regarding women 

in abusive relationships 

a question illustrates a 

marriage and the 

social economic realities that the women are faced when leave a 

relationship. Where are values which emphasise 'privacy' as the moral cement 

personal relationships, wife abuse is often not recognised or tends to overlooked 

1 
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by both abused women their communities. Women will reluctant get 

help and ashamed of having failed relationships, as it is common for battered women 

to view as personally and socially (Vogelman & 1991). 

be further bound by the belief that it is culturally inappropriate to disclose 

problems within the marriage to whether to .... V'~J''''''', work-mates, medical 

doctors or counsellors (Armstrong, 1998). 

South Mrican government expressed its commitment to addressing spouse 

at policy by,the passing of the New Domestic Violence Act 1998. Despite 

recognition that violence against women is regarded as a violation of human in 

our newly democratic society, it is to look the underlying power relations 

within the family. this there are powerful ideologies in form 

cultural values and ...,'"'" ...... " that may playa role in the rationalisation of the abuse of 

power among members. Aspects of cultural beliefs can oppress women and may 

be used to perpetuate against also the decision 

to seek help. 

1.2 Aims of the study. 

Rather look at why women stay in atlllSl\'e relationships, I want to explore 

Xhosa-speaking women's t::X1Jt::nlt::Ilce:s of abuse in their marriages and their responses 

to In this study, I look at: 

i) how women recognised that are abused, 

Ii) what they did in response to the abuse, 

iii) experiences help to accessing women's 

counselling organisation and 

iv) what made to aec:me out for help outside family. 

particular, I was interested in exploring way which cultural beliefs 

entrenche:<l in Mrican family life to the abused Xhosa women in their 

decision to help. 

1.3 Justification for the study. 

Most of the international literature on wife is from a white middle cultural 

perspective. Additionally, a number of research studies done in South Mrica 

concentrated on experiences of the \yhite middle population and recently 50-

2 
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called 'Coloured' population. While research studies done South Africa on wife 

abuse are useful in understanding the (Arendse, 1998; George, 1999; 

Maconachie, & Van 1993), they rarely insight into the subjective 

experiences of particularly the abused African women. In addition, many studies have 

relied on those women who had access and made use ofthe women's shelters. The 

focus on shelter population probably due to the difficulty of accessing the abused 

women the community. Language differences possibly another reason for limited 

studies on women, as most of the who cannot speak the women's 

mother tongue have to rely on Making use of language translators in 

sensitive issues like this becomes necessary, but may be uncomfortable for both the 

researcher and the person interviewed. Swartz and Maw (1996) acknowledge 

difficulty of working across language, cultural and social divides an 

unfamiliar context. an speaking woman researcher, I hoped that I 

would able to address some challenges and make a .u."' .... u .. s" 

contribution to understanding of African women's experiences of the Droces,ges 

involved in making step towards help while they are still in 

abusive marriages. The researcher acknowledges the fact that it is not only married 

women who are abused. However, the study focuses on 

have more cultural influences on their decision to seek help. 

woman's in-laws and her status as a married woman. 

women as they 

factors include the 

It would seem that African women have not formal help especially for 

serlsltlve issues like wife abuse and mental health problems. This was reflected in a 

study by Normand (2000). From random sample of cases registered and 
.. 

receiving counselling atNICRO 1995, only 14% of the women were Xhosa-

speaking. raises questions about the women's presentation for help in 

organisations dealing with abused women. More done in Western Cape 

institutions had similar findings of under of black women in treatment 

institutions (Leon & Thomas, 1998; Strebel al, 1999 cited in Normand). From such 

reports it may be assumed that African women make use of the services 

pi'ovided for them. It is therefore, to explore. factors which constrain 

them from help and what influenced those who came for help, to come 

forward. 

3 
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1.4 Brief description of the project. 

The current study was prompted by above indicators. There been few studies 

around area of help by Xhosa-speaking women. current study 

therefore looks at way these women respond to abuse and seek It is 

particularly concerned with questions of the socio-economic and cultural 

factors the township women are eXJ)()S€~d to influence them. 

Prior to outlining the structure of the thesis, a few preliminary comments on this study 

may provide reader with an indication context which study took 

place. study was undertaken in a township and its surrounding infonnal 

settlement area (shack area) outside Cape Town in Western Cape province. 

this project I interviewed eight women who experienced abuse their marriages 

ac(:es~;ea a well-known women counselling in the township for help. of 

women described how and attempts she made to 

deal vvith These were given a narrative and each presented in 

separate case studies. 

Chapter one introduces the topic and thesis. Chapter two is a review of the 

relevant literalme on violence "EI'''''''''''' women and seeking. Several factors 

may women's ability seek are also discussed this ............ " .... 

Chapter discusses the research methodology. The nrr,I"'''',''' of how the research 

was done and the method of analysing interview material is discussed. Chapter 

four presents interview in individual case studies. multiple case study 

fonnat is used to present a narrative account of each woman's experiences of abuse 

and her response to 

Chapter five is a discussion of the me:m(~s that emerge the eight case studies. 

chapter together some of the of the study. Chapter six the 

conclusions and makes tentative suggestions for practice and further 

4 
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CHAPTER TWO. 

LITERATURE REVIEW. 

2.1 Introduction. 

This chapter provides a review of selected literature on woman abuse both 

internationally and locally. I will by defining violence against women and then 

exploring the extent of the problem as documented. This is followed by 

exploration of literature on help and dynamics of wife abuse as they relate 

to choices available to women in dealing with abuse. I win then explore 

interaction of Xhosa cultural values and practices as they have the potential of 

influencing the course abuse and help seyking. 

2.2 Violence against women. 

Violence against women is in the United National Declaration on the 

Elimination of Violence Against Women as: 

any form based violence, that results in, or is likely to ln, 

physical, or psychological harm or suffering to women, including 

threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether 

£'>1'1"' .......... 0' in public or life in Watts, Win, 

Although this is only one of many alternative definition 

appropriate this study because it includes physical and psychological harm to 

women. The psychological often and hard to as abuse, 

pre:ve1[llUlg women from help to address it. definition also encompasses 

both the public and private of abuse. Included this IS 

battering that often occurs within homes, which are perceived as safe 

havens a cruel world. In context, the violence may occur between two people 

are bound by marriage vows to love cherish each other. The 

simultaneity of love and abuse that is in such relationships also influences 

decision to help for the and where to for help. 

2.3 The magnitude of the problem. 

other types of domestic violence, the number of reported cases abuse 

only a proportion of the actual number. documented incidence rate of violence 

... 6 ...... " women is a problem it reflects who assistance, either 

5 
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with the police or the organisations dealing with this problem, Other problems with 

official statistics are that they do not specifically wife ......... ,,, ... they are recorded 

as general assault cases (Human Rights 1995). 

International that women experience abuse at SOme point in 

their and that is a growing of the problem. Intemationallarge-

scale studies reported by the World Health Organisation (cited in Jacobs & Suleman, 

1999), indicated that between 16 and percent of women have been assaulted 

their husbands or partners. Fischbach Herbert (1997) reviewed data from the 

studies documenting the problem found the following: 

population-based surveys 21 and percent of American 

women will be beaten by partners at once in their In the case 

C<,..,Q,',..",,..,n women are killed by their partners (Fischbach & 1997; Schornstein" 

1997). statistics indicate that the growing numbers are approaching 'epidemic' 

proportion as they are rapidly spreading or increasing in occurrence (Schornstein, 

1997). 

Similarly, high statistics are found in the developing world. (1988), In 

Fischbach and Herbert (1997) that of requests for protection in Papua 

New Guinea were against intimate Fischbach and Herbert (1997) argue 

while developed nations collected information on gender-based violence for 

a few the in systematically recording in low-income countries 

only started within the They further warn about the inaccuracy 

documented prevalence in artificially deflated some countries and 

also at possibility of inflated statistics relying on women's self-reports. 

In South the level of gender is not known, because is no 

reliable national database on this (Human Watch, 1995; & 

Suleman, 1999; Vogelman & 1991). According to the Human Watch 

report (1995) no official statistics exist in cases of domestic violence, as police 

V,lUU,"' .... '" do not distinguish them other assaults. The existing estimations, which 

are from South African women's organisations are that 25% of women are victims of 

gerloel'·Daseo violence and that one in women are in abusive domestic 

relationships (Human Rights Watch, 1995; Motsei, 

6 
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difficulty of assessing prevalence of the problem also to the fact 

no systematic nationwide surveys have been out (Human Rights Watch, 

1995). small have reported and they very 

levels of gender violence, as high as in parts world, and far higher 

vo~~ernilan & 1991). example, a conducted by Human Sciences 

Research Council found that 43% of 159 married women ":'n1"VP'IPn Town 

metropolitan area had subjected marital rape or assault \ .... ~ ........... Rights Watch, 

Further, results of two surveys, 1990 and 1992, in the metropolitan 

area adjacent that in the - not ne(~es!)an 

between spouses or one of all interpersonal vlOlem~ 

(fIuman Watch, A Community survey three provinces in South 

I1ll ........ in the Cape, Mpumalanga Northern Province, identified 30% of 

women as victims of abuse by u .......... ....., ... ·!>rir ..... " (Jewkes, Penn-Kekana, 

Ratsaka Schreiber, 1999). 

What was found to contribute to lack of reliable statistics extent of the problem 

was it is probably under-reported (Jacobs Suleman, 1999~ Vogelman & Eagle, 

1991), Jacobs and Suleman (1999) found that women continue to suffer abuse over 

long periods, they seldom speak about Social and of retaliation 

't'11'1hp .. deter women affected by abuse from coming (fIuman Watch, 

1995). addition, a failure to identifY battered women by health care providers also 

contributes to the problems of unreliable statistics. labeled and treated 

according to their secondary symptomatic disorders underlying problem of 

ignored (Motsei, 1993). study that was conducted at Alexandra Clinic 

suggests that health care workers were treating symptoms problem and not 

referring women to appropriate support structures (Motsei, 1993). 

In addition, the difficulty in determining the extent of the problem of wife abuse 

is by the that most women who are abused by partners not 

help outside informal network family and (Human Rights Watch, 

In the response domestic in South Africa, Human Rights 

Watch (1995) highlighted the that a survey of 111 women revealed that 

50% sought assistance from extended family~ 22% went to friends and neighbors; 

7 
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12% the church; 8% went to street committees or councils; 2% to social 

workers only 6% to the This indicates the of 

found abuse unacceptable and were unable cope with yet the low 

numbers of victims who seek help from formal sources suggest how difficult it 

can be reach out to sources outside the informal networks. 

According to same the traditional values that prevail in different sections of 

South Africa the attitude that 'wife-beating' a private therefore 

to complain to the police is to exhibit disloyalty to family thus inviting by 

family Rights Watch, 1995). It solely depends on abused woman to 

come out and disclose the In contrast to the which has 

mandatory reporting laws in countries, including South Africa, there is no such 

uniform reporting requirement for suspected battering. (1998) maintained 

the absence of a mandate it more difficult to assess the of 

the problem. 

The lack of official statistics relating to wife abuse makes it difficult to identifY the 

of women may be risk. According to and (1994) it also 

allows the issue to be trivialised the minds of some providers. With such 

difficulties in determining the exact extent of the problem, it is important to look at 

't·~''''''1r", .. ", that are related wife and help for 

. 2.4 seeking. 

The statistics presented the ......... ,,, ... ,," section heavily on women who could 

identified through formal helping The difficulty in accurate statistics 

on women seems to suggest a In help for This is 

an area which requires exploration. This section will serve to explore 

general literature on help seeking personal difficulties, it will be followed by 

literature on help seeking specifically abusive relationships. 

Literature that individuals experiencing problems consult their inner 

resources as they to recognise an experience as a problem of a particular kind, 

and to problem solve. personal resources their contact with the help 

resources outward, as they consult with members of their informal 

8 
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networks, like families, friends and neighbors before they seek help in more 

formal sectors (Dobash, Dobash & Cavanagh, 1984; Goldberg & Huxley, 

Good, 1986; Green, 1999; Harris & Dewdney, 1994; Helman, 2000; Lempert, 1996; 

Swartz, 1998). In any society, who are helped by make 

vu, .... """~., about who to in the popular, folk or professional sector help 

(Helman,2000; 1998). Swartz (l998) acknowledges that all sectors of society 

make use folk and popular resources when people are distressed. 

maintains they often tum to people around them who are often not formally 

in health care and who often do not consider themselves as having special 

skills or issues but they are influential important. They 

advice about the problem or may suggest where to go for further help (Swartz, 1998). 

Kleinman (1988) and Good (1986), however, acknowledge that help seeloong 

across boundaries and that some cultures do not fit the 

patterns outlined by 

Good (1986) cites 

models. Remarking on the differences cultures, 

Chinese tendency of and prolonged efforts by the family 

to manage problems each episode without encouraging sufferer to seek 

professional care. Clients of different ethnicities therefore, arrive the mental 

health at different points the course of their suffering and experience 

different of family involvement (Kleinman, 1988). 

The choices to help are influenced by the contexts in which they are made, the 

resources of help available, whether services will be paid for and whether 

person can afford services. arguments that the documented 

mCloems of a culture to culture, as it seems the 

decision to seek is influenced by as well as by the socio-economic 

conditions of the people in need of help. It is this general literature provides a 

background in understanding help among abused 

Wife abuse is a pattern of recurrent behavior and happens over a considerable 

period of time. Since women are not helpless children, some people may assume that 

solution would be or the husband, but is often not the case. 

","P'li,prg factors been considered in the attempt to explain women stay in 

abusive ranging from economic reasons such as unemployment 

exposing children to further hardships; emotional reasons, like no inner strength, 

9 
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and love; and societal reasons like me:IIl(~lel1t ponc~mJ!!:. resources, no 

or family support and being told by +" ..... h, (de Sousa, 1991; 

Pretorious, 1987). 

"' ........ u in abusive 

'V'"'LJ. ... ". 1986; Gelles & Cornell, 1990; Kemp, 1998; MOltSel. 

probably no single explanation as to why women 

• ,",Ul.UVU"IJLlY" and none seems completely to aCC:OUllt of the 

pne:nornenla. However, Genes (1986) maintains that 

aui,vu.u;n • .....a.J..y leave her husband fi"''''Tlnnlr~ 

woman 

""",. ... ..,.."'''''' SUDleCltlve meaning of 

nature of commitment to the 

", ... "', ... ," which limit the woman's ability to 

group and 

help. Schornstein 

<IT<T''''''' that obstacles to its intervention are and multi-

operate on more than one level at same (personal, 

institutional levels). In analyzing the multidimensional Marano 

(1993) it 'as a product of many forces' operating and at many levels 

between an individual and his environment. 

Although is on the help seeking behavior 

1999; Maconachie et aI., 1993), 

eXixmlenlces of help seeking among African women 

.,L."""U. VlO'lenlce. In addition, the htp'T':Ii-..... ", 

PS"CH1lHO.glC'i:l1 ..... "'p ..... _ ....... _.., of the women and does not 

cultural contribution in their help ................. ""1">. 

on 

study on Zimbambwe women, however, reveals how culture 

limits of whether to seek help or not. Additionally, and 

Dewdney (1994) the perceptions of ordinary people's help see:kHllg 

particularly which suggested that the expectations by the 

larger community had a impact on the abused woman. These findings 

suggest that a aeC:IS1(m to abuse does not rest solely on the Uln,rn!:ln'~ 

ability to make ........ 'L"'UJ'U"' • ... ".LOu .... IJ ........ factors are considered as having an on 

the decision to of help sought. 

Harris and Dewdltlev 

looking for 

begin by ..,....."' ........ ,.1'> 

they are 

the nature of help that the women are 

claim that the women tend to 

support, but later, after some severe assaults, 

"'U~"JU and specific means of escape. However, 

10 
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Dobash, Dobash & Cavanagh (1985), in their study of help seelan~patterns, found 

that the act of help is not solely related to severity of a violent 

attack. (1986), on other hand, suggested the frequency of violent 

attacks influenced the type of help sought by the women. Unlike the patterns of help 

"""""Ir,,,,, .... for other of distress mentioned in this section, seeking for 

abuse seems to be COlnplex, influenced by a variety of factors, In next section the 

issue of wife abuse and help seeking will explored more detaiL 

2.5 dynamics of battering and its effects on belp .,"""" ....... llI;:;.. 

2.5.1 Orientation to the framework. 

seeking, it important to locate it within a broader understanding 

dynamics of abuse, which help to define possibilities. Various are 

used to understand abuse and several factors are known to playa role in 

the dynamics of the abusive relationships. same may be seen to restrict 

women from help. and Cornell (1990) maintain that perfect 

associations do not in social SCle:nce:s. the understanding of the phenomena 

"grows out ofa complex set of interrelated factors" (1990, p.17). A multifactorial 

explanation that emphasises the interaction of various factors and reciprocal 

relationship between the individual and the social environment most suitable 

this phenomenon. purpose of this report, the model was adopted from several 

ecological models used explaining the complex phenomenon of violence in the 

(Gelles & Cornell, 1990; Kemp, 1998; Sanchez-Hucles Dutton, 1999). These 

models were then for the understanding abuse help see:.IoI1I~ 

behaviors. ecological approach was chosen because it acknowledges the social 

context in which help happens. It places the individual in a social 

context, and proposes that the social and cultural environment have an on 

the functioning. What is significant about this approach is that it 

comprehensive and considers political, economic social factors shape the 

quality of family life. 

In this sec1tlOn I will eXI)IOI'e factors contribute dynamics of spouse abuse 

and I win these factors at three microsystem, mesosystem and 

macrosystem Although factors are presented in different levels, they 

contribute towards a sense of fluidity between different suggesting a 
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cOlltStaint interaction and influence on one another. They are also seen potential 

l1'lTllnPlr'1(,P on how women the larger deal with the This model is not 

mt4enCleQ to replace the theoretical explanations but is rather to illustrate the complex 

nature of wife abuse . 

"rn' ....... this model 

different theoretical views may be mt'egr'ate:Q and used 

..... AIi-'.lWLlll.l15 the of different ~ ... "".""' .. "'. 

factors should not be viewed as enolmg with the causation of wife abuse but as 

extending to the maintenance of continued control over the women's attempts to 

abuse. Harris and Dewdney slate: 

one cannot ........ '''' ..... L a woman's seeking and other problem-solving actJons 

by looking at demographic Instead, it is to take 

account determinants of a battered woman's behavior in order to 

understand ways in which manages her problems (1994, p 51). 

(1998) also considered the character factors, where some 

ways they COllstram anq others 

help. 

as triggers that .. ,Ull ...... J ......... a woman to 

Microsystems level 

Personality Factors. 

this level, the on factors 

factors. In literature on 

pertain to 

men, they are 

and personality 

as feeling 

powerless, helpless and inadequate, have low esteem, vulnerable selt-c~r.m(:epts 

are also (Gelles & .....,VA''''"' ... 1990; Stith 1990). Gelles 

Cornell (1990) sum up the explanation by arguing that picture is consistent with 

diagnoses of borderline and While explosiveness and 

exploitativeness characterise borderline personality, and and awleS!me:ss 

characterise antisocial personality disorder, such individualistic views, ... """ .. ,,, ... 

imply that men are not responsible violence they thus in a sense 

blaming the (Andersen, & Schwartz, 1991). Gelles and Cornell (1990) 

and Dutton (1994) these individualised explanations as 

linking assaultive behavior to diagnostic without 

explanation, overlooking the contextual factors which a contribution, 'an ideal 

smokescreen blind us from social organisational factors'. 

also reject psychological explanations of male violence claiming that assault 

12 
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is violence committed not by madmen who are other men, but by men who 

that patriarchy is right (Dutton, 1994). However, there be individual 

each which cause to abuse his wife. Marano (1993) links 

'V.l'~ll""'"'. to jealousy, their of rejection and vulnerable 

SecUfi1ty of attachment, as constantly want wives' autmuon. 

the other hand, abused women are described as being dependent, with low esteem, 

teelmi~S of inadequacy and helpless, shy and although opposite 

..... n .. ',u ... , ... have also (Gelles 1990). There are questions about 

whether such personality factors were ore!;ent hP1".nrp. or are a 

experiences. These personality factors are to be consequences of abuse rather 

character traits (Genes & Harrop, 1989 cited in Gelles & Cornell, 1990; Gondolf 

Fisher, 1991). It therefore necessary to see them in isolation from other 

interrelated factors lack of family and accessible resources. For 

example, a woman can be assertive and control of her would a 

supportive to be able to stand up against abuse in home. Dutton 

(1994), in emphasising the argument against single factor explanations, maintains that 

contextual features of battering fonn paradoxical attachments that make leaving the 

battering rel~iln()fisjtu Ul.LJU"" .. 'U and may to erroneous interpretation of battered 

women as masochistic. Additionally, Lernoert(1996) highlights contradictory 

duality in abused women's definitions the paradox of love and violence), 

which must be considered to understand how abused women and develop 

to change or cope with violence. these individual factors are not -,uvWF.'-"' 

by themselves to violence or women would help for it 

combination of the individual factors with and societal To .... 'r"" ... '" 

can easily lead to a sense of disempowerment and to a nelplessDless a 

tenn coined by in 1975, then used by Walker to p.vnl<;un the passivity 

abused women. this state they passive, pessimistic and even blame 

themselves They are characterised by to seek help. 

some cases, following repeated obtaining women fall into 

of 'learned helplessness' and they looking for help (Maconachie et 

Stark & Flitcraft, 1996). This suggests that this could be a reactive SVllrtpt,om 

to violence. Gondolf and Fisher (199 however, that research on such profiles 

13 
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has not been able to establish that battered women as groups are anymore depressed 

or passive than non-battered women. In their study in Texas, they found women who 

are active help seekers despite the severity and the duration of the abuse. 

2.5.2.2 Demographic Factors. 

In addition to personality factors, demographic factors like age and race are 

considered to playa role in abuse. "In most cultures, simply being female puts women 

in jeopardy of physical violence" (Fischbach & Herbert, 1997, p. 1161). This is 

clearly suggested by the high incidence of gender violence where females are the 

victims in society as wen as their homes. Moreover, the history of racism in South 

Africa has impoverished African women and men, placing African women under 

double oppression. Ramphele and Boonzaier (1998) reflect on the social and political 

impact on black men by stating, "the oppression they suffer in the wider society acts 

as a paradigm for their domination of women, which is reinforced by an appeal to 

'tradition' to justify practices that are said to be central to 'African culture'" (p. 166). 

Callagan, Hamber and Takura (2000) argue that there is evidence that African 

women, who are the poorest sector of our society, are more likely to experience 

violence compared to their white counterparts. Their argument is in support of the 

interaction of poverty and race, in explaining violence. It is not surprising that when 

black men see their deteriorating social and economic circumstances, which is usually 

accompanied by unemployment, they experience it as a personal failure. This 

experience often causes a reactionary backlash within the family, to the detriment of 

wives rather than opening up space for resistance to race and class oppression 

(CampbeU, 1990; Vogelman & Eagle, 1991). The combination of these factors 

influences them to use violence as a means of increasing their self esteem. Being poor 

on its own means lack of resources necessary for help seeking, like telephones to 

summon help in times of crises. It can also mean simply not having taxi fare to go out 

and reach help. 

2.5.2.3 Alcohol 

Literature suggest that alcohol abuse by abusive husbands is strongly related to wife 

battering, although there is no conclusive evidence of causal links between them 

(Genes & Cornell, 1990; Harris & Dewdney, 1994). Pahl (1985) and Motsei (1993) 
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instead argue that drunkenness should not be seen as a 'cause' of violence but as a 

condition that co-exists with it. As a result of this complicated relationship between 

alcohol consumption and violence, both the man and his may excuse violent 

behavior on the grounds that was therefore failingto acknowledge that he is 

responsible for the beatings. This hinders abused woman's ability to his 

actions as abusive and to make a decision to help the problem. 

2.5.3 Mesosystems level. 

At this level, immediate relational and family factors in which abuse occurs are 

considered. are in interaction with the individual factors, mentioned in the 

previous section, which increase the risk of spouse abuse and influence the women's 

choice of whether or not to seek help. Gelles (1999) claims that, although there is 

empirical evidence supporting the commonly held belief that violence cuts across . 

social groups and categories, it does not do so evenly. Certain social factors are 

factors for higher rates of violence and abuse . 

. 2.5.3.1 Power and control factors. 

The family is a power unit other systems and power imbalance associated with 

abuse, especially when the imbalance threatens the male power (Andersen et aI., 

1991). If an individual does not have other resources place him or ma 

position of pOwer, he.or she likely to use violence in order to power. 

status incompatibility and status inconsistency are suggested as factors 

- which are predictive of aggression (Campbell, 1992; Gelles & Cornell, 1990; A~""'U"."', 

1998; Rosenbaun" Cohen Forsstrom-Cohen, 1991). .t", .. ""hl1"'" suggests that in a 

male dominated society there is a higher risk of violence when a woman is better 

educated and employed in a status occupation than husband. However, 

women Who . uneducated and nonprofessional but more in a professional 

position than education would predict are abused (Andersen et aI., 1991; 

Gelles Cornell, 1990). inconsistency, as a risk factor, is also associated with 

unemployed men, with low income status as well as those who reside in low-

income households. Such factors appear to threaten the husband's sense 

esteem, possibly contributing to a induced rage. this influenced by 

man's beliefin dominance (Gelles & 1990). Such feelings 
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structurall'nn,c'l"'nll 

traditional networks 

Mehlwana, 1997). 

of the massive urbanward movement strains people's 

SUDloortofa (Campbell, 1990; & 

social isolation or lack of meaningful connection to people 

becomes especially important in the continuation of abuse in a relationship, 

particularly for an township woman is often physically 

geographically the extended This eliminates the family as an 

important resource that they can use of crisis. Spiegel and 

Mehlwana (1997) that kinship in the environment 

may take the exuma<~a family's role but have a totally dltl:ereJnt quality. The 

woman may take with the family a couple of times but own guilt and 

shame for inconveniencing them may prevent her from seeking with them 

(Maconachie 1993). 

2.5.4 Maerosystems level 

level focuses on societal factors that to create an is 

conducive to between the partners influencing the process of help 

seeking. These include broader factors such as cultural values and the lack or 

availability and acceSSllDUl of the resources the community in which the women 

is the cultural ~Ull~U"ll;< that accepts violence as a means of Central to 

self-expression or problem solving. is a broad one, 

cutting across aspects of society, for the purpose it refers 

residents in the neighborhood, directly or indirectly lTnl,nnTe"O in the issue but 

who are not ."' ... ,""'''' to the women concerned. 

2.5.4.1 Poverty. 

Poverty, the stress of unemployment, no job poor 

housing are linked violence (Artz, 1998; Pabl, 1985; Stith 1990; 

Vogelman & 1991). While it is acknowledged that occurs in all socio-

economic strata is not simply caused by poverty, poverty does increase the risk of 

violence in Poverty lowers self esteem, .""" ....... ,.,5 to despair and this 

may become a ground for the family. A described in Pool 

(1985) suggested that violence of husbands resulted husband's 

assumption that should be an unequal relationship which he should be 
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dominant. With the realisation that he is unemployed and therefore unable to play the 

dominant role to which he aspires, he becomes violent. 

In addition, families which fall under the poverty line may not have the resources 

necessary to deal with stressors of family life or seek therapy before violence 

escalates (Artz, 1998; Stith & Rosen 1990). Financial dependence of married women 

on their abusive husbands keeps the women trapped in the violent marriages because 

they have limited resources (Andersen et at, 1991~ Pahl, 1985). According to Pahl, 

the central feature in this is that financial arrangements are seen as a very private part 

ofthe couple's life together, thus serving as a barrier from seeking help. Poverty plays 

a role in maintaining abuse. As Helman (2000) puts it, a client may not seek help 

simply because she is poor and has limited means of accessing the services. In poor 

communities, there is often a history of inaccessibility of resources and little 

infrastructural provision, for example, telephones, which are necessary in times of 

crises. Such structural factors limit the women's chances of changing their situations 

when confronted with violence, because they have few options. 

2.5.4.2 Community violence. 

Domestic violence is closely linked to the levels of violence generally, in the society 

'because the family is the microcosm of society' (Gilbert, 1997; Penn-Kekana, 1997; 

Stith & Rosen, 1990; Vogelman & Eagle, 1991). The escalating levels of violence in 

the streets and in the community renders violence in the home an expected and 

sometimes acceptable act and therefore prevents abused women from seeking help. 

The less women experience and are exposed to violence in the community, the more 

likely they would view marital violence as a crime and the quicker they would seek 

intervention when their husbands physically abuse them. 

2.5.4.3 Patriarchy. 

Patriarchal structure and male socialisation are often implicated as a cause of wife 

abuse, based on the notion that women are male property as an expression of a 

cultural norm (Campbell, 1992; Gelles, 1999; Gelles & Cornell, 1990; Kemp, 1998). 

Feminist ideologies emphasise patriarchal organisation of societies as encouraging 

violence towards women. However, as the single factor explanation of violence is 

criticised by the ecological models, explanations based on patriarchy alone are also 
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mS1JttllclelR. Despite accomplishments by the feminist focus, Dutton (1994) 

however, its focus on patriarchy and failure to individual factors 

that differentiate one male from another. that the predominant and almost 

exclusive focus research on cultural has left 

psychopathology not systematically to cultural markers. It is ... "' ..... "'""".<&1 

therefore, to patriarchy as one of the contributing conditions in wife ... ..., •• .., .... 

recognising the moderating factors from different levels, like the microsystem and 

me:sm,vsl:em in order a predictive of the of seeking 

help and how that request is received by a patriarchal society. The patriarchal system 

commonly in almost whole of Africa is also encountered among African 

l'IT'l'>nn<! in South (Chikanda, 1982; Jewkes aI., 1999). According to Jewkes 

al. (1999) the Xhosa ......... , ..... '" has a of patriarchy, which is very much adhered 

to in modem Xhosa More details on cultural relating to abuse will 

discussed following section on culture. 

Both men and women are influenced by confining stereotypes that prescribe the 

roles and that should be performed by the 'good wife or husband', although 

may be The sex-role stereotypes that women 

should be passive, dependent, submissive and home-bound while men be 

independent, in charge aggressive, serve to maintain state of abuse of wives in 

finnily, them incapable of identifying abuse and alternatives. 

These SOC:letaJ factors, together with cultural approval of violence, may influence 

husbands to resort to violence as a means of coping with structural stress. With a brief 

of a on family it can that violence a 

multifactorial than a singular causative phenomenon. cultural 

factors other likely to our understanding contribute to 

more intervention and prevention straLtegles. 

2.6 Culture. 

Helman (2000) identifies culture as one influences on people's including, 

example, educational socio-economic factors. warns 

.. 0"' .. " ...... isolating cultural and behaviors from the and economic 

context which they occur. Supporting the multifactorial approach, asserts, 
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"It is important, when studying how individuals in a particular society 

perceive and react to ill and the of health care they tum to know 

something about both cultural and social attributes of the in which they 

live" (2000, p.5). 

Current Tn"" .... "."" have arisen from a predominantly Euro-American perspective and 

tne:relore tend to limited and restricted, particularly in their of attention to 

"" .......... , .... African However, Campbell (1992) that seeking to 

explain causes of violence Ii particular society have examined cultural 

norms surrounding violent It important to note how victim 

pVl"lPn,;:.nl',,,"" the and how it is linked to cultural or traditional 

practices. In order to understand more of this phenomenon we need to define the 

concept of culture and it as it to help for abuse 

Helman (2000) defines as a set of guidelines (both explicit and implicit) that 

the individuals inherit as memtJers of a society that them how to view 

world, how to experience it emotionally, how to behave in it relation to 

people, to supernatural or gods and to natural environment. Kemp 

(1998) maintains culture represents an unwritten set of rules about behavior 

and these vary from culture to culture. Both definitions stress the 

intergenerational transmission of guidelines. 'culture' is a slippery term 

many which convey similar Thornton (1988) provides a list of words 

that have meanings and uses similar to These are g ...... UVJ .. , customs, way of 

or even race or folk-ways. Thornton (1988) acknowledges difficulty of 

detlmIlg the concept' culture' by "' .............. the importance of saying what the culture 

does and how it does it rather than what is. It provides a sense of 

identity with a group, thus a deal is invested the idea of belonging. 

Armstrong (1998) asserts that word 'tradition' is often used to to the 

things were done in idealised 'the way our grandmothers grandfathers 

did things'. this report, terms culture tradition will be used interchangeably 

to refer to way groups of people view world and of values 

hold. 
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Importantly, however, Helman (2000) maintains that culture is never static, it in the 

process of change and ............ 1-'." to changes of each group, at the same time what 

culture dictates has a great influence on our lives. socio-economic, political and 

geographical conditions of have CIUlLDgllDg, the between and 

within societies have changed over time. the political changes in South ~IU. .. Q_ 

are expectations shift from traditional systems of patriarchy the .L :L.LI, .. "" ... ,u 

family. Sometimes culture therefore be seen as a way of identity a 

confusing changing world (Armstrong, In spite of the fluidity of its meaning, it 

is clear that 'culture' has some considerable impact on the way people live their 

It is for this reason that I it important to explore the role Xhosa tradition or 

culture play in wife battering, specifically in help outside family 

circles. 

2.6.1 Culture violence against women. 

Intemationalliterature on gender violence shows a considerable interest in 

influence of culture and a number of studies been conducted this area (Kim & 

2000 on Korean Americans; Perilla, Bakeman & Norris, 1994 on Latinas; 

Armstrong, 1998 on Zimbabweans; Campbell, 1992; Levinson, 1989). 

initiatives suggest the importance of acknowledging cultural or traditional influences 

on violence women and on its management. Literature suggests that geI1Qer-

and culture-sensitive mental health research is a neglected and it is by 

understanding issues that it win possible to develop to 

deal with domestic violence Eisenberg, Good Kleinman, 1995; Fischbach 

& Herbert, Kazarian Kazarian, 1998). 

The South African population comprised of a diversity of people from 

cultural yet has been relatively little research that moves beyond an 

exploration of white women's of abuse. There are some however, 

that have begun to explore women's of abuse in the context of African 

cultural (1992) traced the victimisation of South black 

women as beginning in puberty and sanctioned by tradition and customs. Motsei 

(1993) has also considered cultural on black women in abused 

relationships, maintaining that "women internalize cultural norm that are 

responsible the success and of human relationships"(1993, p.6). In addition 
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to the cultural explanations abuse in African populations, there is a great 

variety of expected behaviors, rituals influences by family and community which 

impact on women's possible help seeking options and behavior. this study it 

important to look the position of Mrican women, particularly Xhosa women 

family and in the broader cultural context. 

2.6.2 Lobola1 and abuse. 

The traditional custom of lobola may be seen as contributing to the of women 

and restricting them from getting African women often marry according to 

customary union as well as civil rites. are formalities by tradition, 

including the payment oflobola or bride price by the man to the woman's family. 

This to be a aimed establishing a relationship between two families 

and a of appreciation from the husband's family. With changes in economy 

however, its original meaning changed. Desjaris et (1995) claim that in ... 1M' ...... t 

lobola has developed a form of exploitation which large sums are 

demanded and as a result it is now seen as a means of financial gain. often feel 

bitter about this and become more possessive of their wives, treating as 

commodities. Additionally, the lobola exchange is negotiated by men around 

women's value as assets to the family, having proprietary implications for 

how husband sees wife (Vogelman & """""1 .. '''', 1991). adds 

complexity woman's help as well as the community's response to 

beating. Chikanda (1992) maintains that lobola may again playa role in the decision 

concerning whether or not a woman will in an abusive relationship, as 

husband may demand his money should wife Although 

customary opens possibility for gender inequalities the it 

seems that some men may also have abused this custom and used it as an excuse to 

their violent behavior. many it is not custom itself but DeC1D1le' 

interpretation of it that contributes to the abuse women. 

1 Lobola is also referred to as 'dowry' or "ruipnnf'l' This tradition involves a payment by the 
hritl",ar"nn1 to the bride's family to ensure his in any issue of the and appease his in-
laws times 
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Marriage and abuse. 

Loubser (1999) that the Violence Act of 1998 given rec()gnl 

to cultural differences in social and psychological context of abuse by proposing 

recognition of customary law and marriage traditions of black African 

However, although the ritual of marriages followed, 

inferior status that apartheid accorded to it often influences women's feelings 

about the stability of their marriages and their rights it. As further 

-l'>' ......... , this recognition of customary by the Act little the 

treatment of women in marriages. 

When an woman married, has a burden placed on to keep the two 

families or clans together or to the ancestors (Chikanda, 1992). It is stressed 

that it shameful for a bride to return to her when marital problems and 

hardships occur as it badly on inability to the family together as well 

as on her family (Chikanda, 1992). In this way expectation may influence the 

decision to seek help for abuse or even to an abusive relationship. Loubser 

(1999) extensively about the newly married woman 

(makoti2) in Xhosa and pressure on to an 

relationship. On other Vander (1991) on the 

consciousness' of the Xhosa township women translating into the deliberate decision 

not to marry or not to remarry if widowed or divorced. Although may be a 

growing possibility for women, it would seem, however, that this is not the 

norm. 

Staples (1985), his writing about family lQe~:)fm!V of black a 

claim that married is important to majority of blacks, especially women. 

"",t':>",,,.rl to other (Hill, Gary 1983 cited noted 

black people to believe strongly in the institution finding ~-'~".T life 

as their source of satisfaction. Staples' may also apply to 

people in South Artz's (1998) study suggested that integrity of being of 

African women can only be established through a relationship with a man as his 

daughter or This women particularly vulnerable Part 

2 Makoti is a newly married Xhosa woman, (is also referred to as she is 
referred to as makoti sometimes, a number of years into the """ ....... " .. 
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importance of marriage in South Africa is the given to this institution not just as 

an arrangement between two people but between two families. many African 

there been a shift from between two families without 

involving the though it is possible that this is still some customs. 

decision is left to the partners but the families remain an important of the 

prClcel;s as they undertake the negotiations UU.>AA .... E>'" and lobola. This continued 

involvement of the families in the couples' marriage can a positive influence if 

there are problems the marriage. On the other hand, such a link can be interpreted 

as the right of the husband's to the woman's actions (Armstrong, 1998) 

thus controlling her nPrl~VlnT In marriage, including her access to 

When problems in a marital relationship the woman is expected settle 

",un.n the home by consulting the parents-in-law (Artz, 1998; 1999). 

is perceived as demonstrating her loyalty to husband despite treatment of her 

(Chikanda, 1992). the dynamic nature of culture, Helman 

(2000) says that culture must always be seen in its particular context, with historical, 

social, political and geographical elements. Many men and women moved 

from 'VA1j:rU ..... homes settled in the There is """"'vu .......... "" speculation that 

these changes and the increasing assimilation of Western values among these families 

have relaxed traditional practices. 

When a woman help outside husband's family, she is traditionally expected 

to go to own family and the be settled between the two families. 

Vliet (1991) the Xhosa custom of ukutheleka (to return or back) 

every prolonged of the wife to home the suspicion 

the husband that her father intends to keep her back. custom serves as a help 

.,.",,,,,,,"u,, ... strategy abused women and means more cattle3 for her According 

to Van der (1991, p.223) dual purpose is woman tries to use ukutheleka 

to for better treatment, the men to press for more cattle or prompter payment". 

The father will refuse to return her to the husband's house until at least one cow is 

paid. 

3 The traditional transaction between the husband and wife's family, like in lobola, used to be in the 
form oflive stock The term 'cattle' is still used in such processes even though now is often 
made in cash to the market value of the cattle. 
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In urban areas are no close with extended ........ un''' .. as they live in 

rural areas. In these communities, bonds with extended have n ... ' ............ "" ... , 

thp'TPt,nTP even when and adhering tradition or there ",uv..u._ 

some flexibility. Chikanda argues that position of a black urban abused 

woman is found to be similar to Western women that she may outside 

even though dls;ap}:,rmre of such an What not IS 

what women's eXl:>enlenlces are in to get help the family 

boundaries. 

2.7 ............. """."'. 

Wife been W:SII,;U:S:SC:U as a serious problem internationally and in South 

Africa, despite difficulties in ascertaining the exact extent ofthe problem. I 

reviewed literature on help seeking for relationships, especially 

om;unlenteO strategies women take when seeking help. factors involved in 

the dynamics of wife abuse, which also have a significant on the 

victim's decision to help, were also explored. Violence against women should be 

understood in the broad ideological, social political context in which it occurs. It 

is this context that determines the response to and where the women will seek help. 

Aspects culture were discussed separately as a factor which may contribute 

significantly in explanation as wen as decision to help and 

how other members social group that request help. 
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CHAPTER 

METHODOLOGY. 

In this chapter, an introduction to the win provided and reasons for 

choosing methods that I use will be discussed. Participants win also be introduced 

to the the the collection material and its analysis 

will be described. 

3.1 Introduction to qualitative research. 

This study on understanding what meaning violent relationships and help 

"""""' ..... ".'" have for women being studied. As there was very little literature foUnd on 

... AI ..... dJl ... ll' ........ of Xhosa women in abusive relationships, qualitative research was 

cttcisen as the most suitable method to provide an in-depth eX~lmlnatlOn 

subjective as well as the meaning experiences have African 

abused women. Strauss and Corbin (1990) emphasise use of qUalitative methods 

uncover and understand what lies behind a phenomena about little known, 

as the case here. Although retrospectively remembered events are liable to 

interpreted in of current the value of entering the women's internal 

world in way outweighs the potential problem. 

My interest the study was how African women make sense of their abusive 

relationships and how understanding influenced their decision to help and 

their experiences help I chose interviews as research tool collection 

of material a number of reasons: 

• They enable the interviewer to elicit the women's experiences, as they are to 

find out about things cannot be seen or heard, like the participants' reasoning 

behind their actions and 

• They to discover the meaning participants accord to the topic 

studied. 

• They eX])IOlre llle:mt~S broadly, ",u,,,u~,,u,,, the interviewer to deal immediately 

with misunderstandings which can influence his or 

Burman, Parker, Taylor & Tindal, 1994). 
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• The "'vA"..,.-_C.;,".;l1 .... nlrpn un.-"'>I''''llf as a more open and flexible tool is able to bring 

out are not easy to access because it allows researcher to 

follow up her questions based on the participant's comments or 

probe for et aL (1994) claim that this approach can empower 

disadvantaged 2r01UnS by v .. ..,,'-"" ...... l". and publicizing 

3.2 The Research 1"'1"1''''''.~Q 

3.2.1 Gaining access. 

In the planning of the study, I approached a wen-known counselling 

centre to discuss intended study and to seek permission conduct the study from 

the centre. Following arrangements were made researcher and the 

staff member to access to the participants who had Gaining 

access to U"'AI"'''U~'' was not a simple process of only obtaining permission to do 

the It bec::arrle a COIltlnUOllS process renegotiations of my 

relationship with thinking access (Maxwell, 

1996). nature of the topic a staff member was to 

contact the participants, inform them about and request their 

voluntary pal11clpa.tlOn. agreement was for the to make an 

appointment interview, if the women to participate. Banister et 

a1. (1994) em]p.l:laslse the importance of considering the IIDrmct of the route by which 

the reseaIcnt~r contacts the participants, in terms of how it structures the way they 

UV'''l''.U I was keen to have contacts noc;:pe:no1em from the organisation, 

this was not ...,...." . ., • .., ..... bc;:ca'use of ethical COIlIloemlaUt) and the participants' 

concern about the initial contact contact difficult. 

organisation, and the ...... .,"" ............ ' ..... with the evaluation 

of the was not easy to avoid, given This became 

important to in mind as it meant that how participants see the 

purpose of the interview would affect their decision to participate and even what they 

interview (Banister et a1. 1994). 

potential participants was a process and a source of 

the staff member and me Ulii\..a.u.~ most of the women in the 

no telephone was an important finding for 

me a technical a """'A' .... " ... (Ely, Anzul, Friedman, 
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Gamer & Steinmetz, 1991), as it already indicated some of the difficulties they might 

experience in summoning help in times of crises, as they have no access to 

telephones. The thought of writing to them using the addresses on their intake forms 

or even visiting them was dismissed, as it had happened in the past that women no 

longer lived in the addresses they had supplied. Another important reason for not 

contacting them at their homes was the possibility of triggering further violence from 

the husbands of those women who still lived with their partners. The selection of 

participants was then limited to those who had telephone numbers on their records, 

where they could be contacted, introduced to the study and be requested to participate. 

The decision to include women who came to the trauma office in a police station (the 

office is also run by the same organisation) was reached due to the limited numbers of 

women who were contactable in one office, and failed initial attempts to contact them. 

This trauma office was considered as another option of getting access to participants. 

Also considered was the fact that most of those who come to the trauma office are 

referred by police for counselling when they have come to lay charges. In those cases 

the aspect of having come voluntarily for 'a counselling service' fen away but even 

here, the women had still reached out for help in some way, even if it had only been 

when they were injured or in danger. 

The participants' economic situation also needed to be considered, in terms of its 

effects on their potential participation in the study. A tentative offer was made to 

refund their taxi fare to and from the venue of the interview, if and when they 'showed 

interest in participation but indicated taxi fare to be a problem. 

As the staff member was unable to sit through the slow process of selecting and 

phoning potential participants as was agreed in the beginning, I was then given 

permission to access the agency records (files from their satellite office as wen as 

those from the trauma room in the police station). The process of selection was as 

follows: I took files of clients seen in each month and selected those categorised for 

domestic violence and abuse. From those files I selected women who were married 

and had telephone numbers where they could be contacted. This meant that out of the 

numbers of women who sought help for domestic violence, only a few could be 

selected for the study, in the manner of convenience sampling (Maxwell, 1996). 
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I compiled a list of names telephone numbers and began contacting 

potential participants. '·'Mllc+...",'f'1 .. , ... was experienced when many tel~~pn~()ne U ..... JUV'"'cl'" 

were out of order or no which again seemed to TPl'llPr'T 

under which many women were living. This was 'hlT'1·h",,.. .......... "'u..l". 

already low women. I was making these to 

women, I had own concerns. I 

to further VIOJlt::mx 

where their husbands 

I 

to consider the fact that my contact could 

to prepared to carefully handle situations 

up the phone. For example. in one contact, a 

husband was home and was n1'PTP'"'tpl1 in why I was calling his wife. I had to '"'AI""'''''' 

that his wife does not know that I was only phoning to ask her a few TP(!''''!lTl'h 

questions. I promised to phone after hours when his wife returned from work. 

When I managed to the OOlten1t1al participants on the phone however, most of them 

were willing to participate fact, many appeared to be to talk 

about their experiences. the structural position of womeJIl. 

particularly, their privati sed aOlne!mC sphere makes it highly likely they will 

welcome the opportunity to to a svrDPlilthtmC listener. I then set up appointments 

for interviews venues were either in the offices or their 

homes. Some women in their homes during times when 

there would no the offices were the most convenient 

venues. 

3.2.2 Participants. 

In this research project, I initially pr(Jloo:sea to vUV'V"'" 1 0 participants from a 

population of Xhosa women who ane:nac:~a a counselling service in the township, but 

due to difficulties accessing consisted of eight women. 

They were all married to abused whether by customary 

union or civil rites. were all Xhosa women, in Khayelitsha and 

the surrounding informal settlement areas. 

The ages of the paJrticipants ran:gea nerwet~n 

consistent with 

(Watts et aI., 1995). They were all 

husband abandoned her after came 

29 

of age. Their ages are 

to carry a heavy health burden 

with their husbands except one, whose 

were unemployed; one was 
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running a shop 

urn· .. Ir ... ·'I"C! or factory urn· ........ · .. " The literature 

The rest were employed as aOlne:mc 

that when women do have jobs they 

are concentrated in the lower paying which may restrict 

choices (Human Rights Watch, 1995). Their of education from "':f<ll,nl1<l1, .. 11 

2 to Standard 10. All had some counselling ranging a once offintake 

interview several of either or telephonic counselling. All 

except one of the women had children. Children often are the reason why women 

endure violence for years. On the hand, it is when the eldest 

child starts being aware of what is happening women decide it is time to 

help or (Pahl, protect their 111p1"If111'u the women are given 

pseudonym in the report. demographic are presented the table below. 

Table of Demographic Details 

Age: Education: Employment status: of children 

1. Noxhanti Employed - full-time. 2 

1 

10 2 

.4. 35 10 a 
5. Nokuphumla 32 9 Self-employed 3 

6. Nosidima 32 5 2 

7. Nobantu 43 3 2 

8. Nomilile 33 Std 10 Employed full-time 3 

3.2.3 The interviews. 

Because of the nature individual were thought to be 

the most suitable of exploring research issue. interview guide was 

developed to serve as a flexible tool, in-depth interviews lasting for one hour to 

two hours, the to elicit the women's retrospective accounts of their 

experiences. The guide included to elicit mtloIIllatllon 

personal The demographics provide a helpful 

background to understanding each expenences The women's 
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I 

U"'lJ''''.li:) about family life were also thought to another important area to eXI)lOlre 

lDSC)lar as not only on their potential sources of support, but 

cultural beliefs about women's role family. social support systems of 

the women were also explored to see which if any avenues of help they were able to 

use of. I also used the interview to sensitively explore cultural aspects of gen.der 

relations. Consultation the health was explored in to establish their 

use of the services and whether 

visited hospitals or clinics. 

expected intervention on abuse when they 

The interviews were not conducted in question-answer format but were a 

conversation the participant me, the interviewer. The interviews, which 

were conducted in w~re tape-recorded the participants' permission. 

was to ensure good communication and rapport with participants while capturing 

accurate interview material. 

interview process consisted of two parts. 

where I thanked them again for agreeing to 

first was a contract 

to me, introduced myself, the purpose 

of the interview why I chose them for I assured them of 

confidentiality and then requested their permission to take notes and tape record the 

women needed clarification about recording, "t<>f1ncr 

clearly they did not want it broadcast on radio or These were the questions I 

was ","v,,,,,,,r'''"T1 they were a further of the of abuse as a 

privat~ event which may threaten to shame upon the family name \.....,~ .... u . ..,.... 

Swartz, 1996). When they were with my reaSsurance CO£lceIIDIllg 

pUblicising of the lntf'nll'P'lU material, they agreed to have the interviews tape-

recorded . 

second part was the interview process, where each interview lasted for more than 

an hour. It covered areas in interview guide, mentioned in preVIOUS 
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section. The interview guide was used as a reminder of themes to be covered 

but it was not strictly adhered to, as is recommended the practice of qualitative 

research al., 1994). This project is informed by belief that 

people are a valuable source of information and that they are capable of reporting on 

about themselves. My interview approach was to 

with minimum interruptions and then track what they 

open-ended questions, listen 

During interviews I 

became aware that my questions ,seemed to encourage the to recount their 

past of abuse and their of seeking in the form of narratives. 

interviews seemed to provide a for to articulate their in 

their own and from own frames of reference. was consistent with 

Mishler's (1986) suggestion that the answer to a question may evolve into a narrative 

format. I ended up with material of their which were also 

products of the relationships I developed with the women. 

My identity as an African woman may have influenced how the women evaluated the 

interview situation and why told their the way they During 

interviews, as soon as a rapport was the women seemed to relate to me as 

a friendly guest not an official inquisitor (Finch, 1993). women seemed 

quickly forget that were being recorded as they related stories to me. This 

"h"' ....... rI identity to promote a genuine rapport which led to greater self-

disclosure, thus yielding data (Lee, 1995). Judging the interactions that 

were taking place between us, I was becoming a companion to the women. The 

repetition of phrases like ''you know; you understand had a sense 

suggesting that I should understand truths and implications of their realities. 

On the other hand, I kept in mind that this shared identity with the women could 

influence what I could from them. I did not rule out the possibility that they could 

telling me they thought I wanted to as a woman. order to address this 

possibility I attempted, in my interviews with them, to encourage their own unique 

account of their experiences. 

3.2.4 Transcribing. 

interviews which were conducted in were transcribed verbatim and then 

translated to English. I was faced with the task of transcribing long 

conversations that took hours for one 1' ........ "., ... "'1 as well as that .... -_ ...... a.c what to 
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include and how to arrange text. "'"""'",,",,ULIQU (1993) argues that of what to 

include and how to .......... ul', ... and display the text has serious implications for how a 

reader will understand the narrative. Transcribing involved having to listen repeatedly 

to the tapes. the interview material out the experiences, I 

decided to transcribe the conversations as accurately as possible except that some of 

gestures and other nonverbal aspects of communication that may have been part 

of the interview were not included. My transcription included repetitions, incomplete 

utterances, laughs and wm,ch had all been part of the interview. 

3.2.5 Translating. 

In the attempt to keep the conversation ~s authentic as the original, I translated the 

material as closely as possible to style of conversation or the mode of expression. 

Translating from Xhosa to English was not an easy task as there were concepts or 

phrases that I could not translate directly to English. I was interested in conceptual 

equivalence rather than linguistic equivalence in tbis study, in such I used 

the closest phrase that had the same meaning. focus of the study was on the 

me:arnmg of their .... ""1-"" .......... ""'''', therefore translation was a hermeneutical 

approach, which implied construction of their rather than finding appropriate 

labels (Swartz, 1998). the process I was aware of the language diversity which 

occurs within the same language apd how this could possibly influence the meaning 

of the translated interview material (Drennan, 1992; Swartz, 1998). 

3.3 Method of Analysis. 

In analysing the material I wanted to find an approach of analysing the text such a 

way that women's narratives are prominence, and that they continue to have 

control over their words, as Reissman (1993) puts My data began with 

listening to the tapes in the long process of transcribing and translating the material. 

The uninterrupted narratives of their produced a sense of their experiences 

in their own words. I wanted to find a method that would aHow realities to be 

described for me to the participants' constructions of their position and of 

events they may have experienced. I decided on the case study approach because 

it would me the opportunity of effectively presenting the material in rich 

narratives for each woman (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994) rather than have the 

material pooled. I decided to present each woman's narrative as a __ .... __ , ___ case study 
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to provide the closest sense 

I went through the texts 

experiences prior to extracting common tneme:s. 

woman's story, I and sorted every 

narrative that related to response to abuse. were told 

m a form, I the data systematically into common headings 

gave an account of the seeking Some was made 

provide a chronological in their stories, but in many cases the use of 

thematic headings hampered this. 

In each of the individual case I gave a description woman's experiences 

of seeking or receiving whether the family, community or sources. I 

sought make sense of particular by looking as closely as I could 

drawing on theoretical knowledge interpret was from the ...,.",-tA"""'. 

(Strauss & 1990). In an attempt to the reader a sense oft6he identities of 

the I used direct quotes from transcripts. material will 

multiple-case format 1994), with the narratives separate sections, one 

other. 

3.4 """ ... "' ........ considerations. 

Ethical approval study was obtained from counselling agency to ensure that 

participants would not be by the study. The was aware that this 

study might invade the participants' privacy as it seeks information of a private 

nature. was taken consideration an informed consent was obtained from 

the participants. Another major consideration was of voluntary participation. 

was ensUred by the participants to participation 

when I introduced the study. were about aim of the study and what 

the information would used for. When they agreed to be interviewed, they were 

assure:Q that they would remain anonymous, as pseudonyms would used. They 

were also assured of confidentiality, in that the data will be used strictly for the 

purpose study and no other person would have access to the interview 

data except in cases of supervision. Permission to audiotape the was sought 

them and interviews were in private. I was also aware that the 

interviews might distress the participants. Drawing from my clinical interviewing 

skills I conducted the with as sensitivity as I could. 
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3.5 Reflexivity. 

It is important to acknowledge the ... "' ..... "UH' of the resear'ch~~r in qualitative SIU(llCS 

like this one. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, sUbjectivity in the research 

process, values, beliefs and assumptions influenced and possibly contaminated the 

production of this work. Literature on qualitative research emphasises the importance 

of reflexivity in the research process (Banister et 1994; et 1991, Henwood 

& Pidgeon, 1993). The of reflexivity in relation to this study are: 

personal reflexivity Oe£l[lns with reflections on what made this study o( immediate 

interest to me. My personal identity and values as an African woman, which have 

influenced my choice of the study topic and its population, is accommodated by 

qualitative research. is confirmed by Banister et al. (1994, p.13) when they say: 

"In qualitative research, we arrive at the closest we can to an objective account of 

the phenomenon through an exploration of the in which the subjectivity of the 

researcher has the way it is defined first place". some ways my 

subjectivity was a resource in my research rather than a problem. I was able to ask 

questions that another white researcher would not have However my identity 

as an African Xhosa-speaking woman, who knows and shares the women's culture 

and language does not necessarily mean I always know and understand their 

subjective experiences and can sometimes get the way of better understanding of 

the women. I found myself struggling with personal questions about their decisions to 

remain in their abusive marriages, when from it would have seemed 

much better to leave, which I had to monitor during process of interviewing and 

analysing the material. 

Secondly, my professional orientation as a counsellor also directed and shaped the 

course of the study. My assumptions shaped how the participants and I actively 

constructed the interview process, arrangement of the material and the 

interpretation of the findings. I may inadvertently have encouraged perception of 

me as a potential source of help. From my side I had to remain open to the variety 

help available outside of my own of expertise. In light of this, I aCKnmiVlej[lge 

\hat in the process of describing and translating women's accounts, I may have 

distorted their reality. In addition, the conclusions and implications to be from 

this study may be partly influenced by my v ..... , ...... i:>. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. 

4.1 Introduction. 

purpose of this chapter is to outline the material from interviews conducted 

with the eight women and to set the scene for discussion in following chapter. 

my presentation the cases I have tried to highlight each to 

help for situation from a both formal and infonnal. 

Through the case narratives I describe their experiences of 

In Chapter I noted the of studies done locally on 

eXIJerlenlClfU:t "vife abuse. This su!;ge:sts that researchers may be 

women 

difficulty in 

"''-'',.,'''''''''''1"" this group of women. The under representation 

suggest that they are not making use of professional help. '""'S'''''''.LL women are not 

accessing formal sources of help it would important to know, what they are doing 

to m situations and whether are any obstacles hindering 

coming fonvard. In order to explore this, it would important to hear how the 

women describe their journey towards sources of help and their experiences 

corlcelllU1lg their attempts to get help. 

i 

CASE STUDY ONE. 

Noxhanti is a Xhosa woman, married with two children, a nine-year-old 

a six-months-old baby. She is a domestic worker and lives with husband 

and children in a in a township. She was an abusive marriage for years 

which husband regularly abused her emotionally and physically, especially when 

he was drunk. 

Recognition of abuse. 

Noxhanti how the abuse immediately after and her husband got 

married and lived with her parents-in-law in a rural village. husoand began by 

being verbally and threatening to throw her out of the house whenever he was 

under the of alcohol. gradually became physically abusive. However, 

the early days of abuse she did not report it to anyone. Noxhanti felt that she was a 
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in her ..... "'0.; ... 1 ...... and in the lived. felt 

with no support from family. recalled this 

You can imagine that I was a makoti here and did not know this village. I was 

not with his home for him to talk to me I was new. 

She claimed however that her mother-in-law was aware the situation. Noxhanti 

initially hoped that her would help, but she did not. Throughout this 

first of marriage she too 'new' husband's family to parents-in-

law for help. she did expect them to see what was happening and to 

Noxhanti also believed that her husband only beat her when he was drunk and she 

hoped ifhe stopped drinking the would away. I U'\I"'TQ~':>f1 

this, thinking that IS to change, in fact the reason why behaves 

alcohol. When he drunk he becomes too violent, you , she said. It seems that 

part of her initial reluctance to help was that it was hard for to recognise his 

behavior as intentional abuse. It seems that had difficulty in up on the 

relationship with him as was reflected in 

I could not just stop his wife, it happens when your hasn't told 

yC;lU, you see. you can when you are angry that you had enough, 

its to leave him, but when you sit down think, no .;>" ... v"u. ... ,,", tens 

you to back. You have that that he is to crumge. 

the abuse escalated Noxhanti thought about P"""1TUT was however unwilling to 

relationship was of the "''-',.,,u1" that 

As she said, "'when you know that you were married and you come back. You think 

that maybe your will at you, you see." The shame of being names 

and stigmatised for having returned from marriage was a thought she clearly could not 

so 

Seeking help in the family. 

waiting vain for husband's family to intervene, Noxhanti to ask 

for their directly, even though and her husband no lived in the 

house at that When she started seeking help from her in-laws, she expected 

them to able to lnT#:>r{[j~np effectively, possibly v\.<".au,,'" of their position of authority 
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in the but was disappointed. was that her had no power to 

stop their son and their typical this 

I used to report this to his .. I would ask what must I do him and 

does not come up any advice, so I have to 

tolerate behavior. 

Throughout to help from mother-in-law, Noxhanti that 

was reluctant see her son in resulting in powerless to change 

situation. This, did not stop Noxhanti maintaining contact and 

continuing to hope that she would come to mother-in-law nfl1WP'[lPT 

continued to her none or unhelpful advice about how to deal with the situation. 

on one occasion she about 

continued her mother-in-law advised her to find work in order to able to 

support her baby: 

1 not understand what meant, - find and bring my 

child. Can you see that now she can't son and wants me to find 

Why can't talk to her son to change his behavior? I did not quite 

agree 1 did it. So, we in those conditions, and the baby grew up. 

Noxhanti was disappointed mother-in-law's reaction, turned to 

for According to Noxhanti her brother-in-law was 

involved and called were her husband. 

became 'their "' ..... U .... L ..... , within reach when he was needed. This made 

Noxhanti by feeling of being 

valued also made put up with abuse for otherwise have 

done. as long as family were not complaints, felt 

to stay. However, when her brother-in-law to respond on one particular 

occaSIon, was a strong for and her perspective, was what 

finally helped to 'out' for "1 told his brother to come see the house 

... it seems that his brothers had enough, because nobody came to see the 

When Noxhanti and her husband were apart from parents, she hoped 

that her H .... ~V ... 'H .... would take over some .... .,~,'-''''.''' 

parents-in-law's role in relation to the couple. this, was also 
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disappointed. described how the continued even her UUi:l,U<U:lU 

TT"~'''F''n to live in a relative's backyard, "and we moved to live with his aunt and uncle 

m 1 hoped that we were living with older people was going to 

""UU'",,"'. No, there was no change even there". kind of pattern .;) ...... ' ....... u a 

at places ofNoxhanti's married Throughout it seemed that to 

where a relative-lived by, whether they lived in a relative's house or in the same 

yard. The relatives offered the help they could, by intervening and 

trying to calm husband down. However, none of them were able to stop the 

and they never advised to further steps in a""~,,u.'a 

Later on the Noxhanti decided could not take it anymore and she left 

husband in desperation for a short while to stay at parents' home, After this 

had direct help from his family but, ironically, not about abuse. mSteaiJ, 

responded to husband's plan in her absence to another wife. Noxhanti 

described in detail the intervention by her husband's m 

rural areas this issue, which they believed, would the family 

name. Noxhanti was summoned by his relatives to rural home 'to solve 

problem'. fact that Noxhanti had husband and the reasons leaving 

were not discussed, their interest was very focused, as this recounting of the process 

.L .. "" ........ M shows: 

So, Noxhanti, do you about this woman that wants to make his 

wifeT I I couldn't respond to that, you old could have an answer. 

And they said that they do not agree with it and this will never done this 

house (clan name)... asked my husband what had to say. 

said '1 am tired ofNoxhanti, must 

Following this family decision Noxhanti's husband agreed not to take wife. 

Noxhanti, however, was still to return and went back to her own family. 

Strangely though the effectiveness ofthis meeting further cemented 

"'''''''I.JU.<I''. it vvithin the family' and reinforced the fantasy that they power over her 

husband. Noxhanti stayed because the wanted her to even when her 

HUi:l,uallU no longer wanted Meanwhile, this was clearly to save 

from embarrassment rather than for the benefit ofNoxhanti. 
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II1II 

I 

Seeking help outside the family. 

Noxhanti was however quickly drawn back into husband's life, not only by her 

extended families' ongoing expectations but also those of the community. 

while was still Noxhanti how a who 

claimed to her husband's traced her and asked her to come to the rescue of her 

husband. husband was involved in a relationship that the community members 

did not " ..... ' .. "".'0 of were about She 

1 \,;;Q.\,;;U\.l1i to 

I had to decide I want to back to this man or not. But I did not like 

the he and his treated me. At the same I sorry him 

even did put himself in this mess. 

Noxhanti decided to back and 

danger, Noxhanti sought help from 

abuse continued. When she that she was 

community .... ,",u.v",. and apparently now 

the community no shame in the public about the abuse. People 

husband told them that showed their support but when paid lobola, they backed 

was . She described her experience of one incident saying: 

that time got in the shop shouting saying, 'this my wife, you don't 

enter anywhere, I paid lobola,' al1 that stuff. people 'you can 

if he talks like that, we can't intervene, its . I said 

that I am afraid of him, how can chase me with a VY ... , ....... ~'u and you again 

me go with 

married people. 

said that they do not intervene in matters between 

Noxhanti was disappointed when she realised the community members 

would not protect her from her husband or even attempt to talk to him. 

Noxhanti reported episodes community leaders, like street became 

involved in issue and to talk to him. however, did not stop him 

abusing his wife. 

Reaching current help seeking decision. 

It is not clear what it was that pushed Noxhanti over the edge after 12 years of staying 

abusive She described a which husband 

broke the shack which they lived. She gave this destruction of property as 

one reason why decided to outside It however that it was 
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not only destruction of property, but that there was an of .L"",",UU}~':> 

and could not the abuse any longer. She had made several unsuccessful 

attempts to deal with husband's but did not lose hope and stop looking 

further. She began to look beyond family and ",,"'A.J,">HV".L 

Noxhanti p"(,Mh~>rI how her husband broke windows the shack This incident 

did not seem different from previous incidents. It seemed that the difference may have 

internal Noxhanti lost hope her behavior. 

Till now there no and children are growing up in 

situation. I gave up this time ... it's also because I realised that my daughter 

grew up in conditions even the baby is going to grow up in the same 

conditions. 

children's wellbeing was clearly an important reason for coming out for help and 

it appeared gave priority to above own. 

When Noxhanti finally took steps in seeking help from the formal sources, it was 

interesting to note how went doing it. let her child approach 

VU.I."'''''' of the women's organisation on her possibly thinking that only 

children's being is important formal sources of help. 

Summary. 

first rpClr'1nn to the ""1.J1;)VU"~" of was fuelled by fantasies about 

rescued by her in-laws. was partly because she was an outsider among 

in-laws and she lonely. Also, was unable to identify her behavior as 

abusive believed that alcohol was to blame. abuse escalated, she sought 

help in-laws in an to the matter within the family. She was 

disappointed that parents-in-law could not stop the abuse. She also hoped that 

involving the 

man's life, coUld 

family or kin members, who are regarded as more powerful in 

was disappointed in this regard. She then left her 

husband to live with own family as a way of escaping the abuse. husband's 

extended family in villages did not m but when he planned to 

get another wife, they intervened. fact that they were able to intervene 

successfully attempt to must have raised hopes that family 

valued her and could therefore stop the abuse. When she sought help from 

community they to to her but that had 
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paid lobola prevented them have that 

did not help, when took that first step of seeking from formal 

sources, she sent her child on behalf. 

CASE STUDY TWO 

Nokbaya, 42, is a Xhosa woman, into customary Jaw for 13 She 

a township with her husband and was in an for 11 

her husband was ...,"".UUJ'I"> She came to 

organisation the first time 

to 

a long history of physical abuse. She also said that 

children's financial 

Recognition of abuse. 

,,",nITn',,,,,, r"" ...... nru''''' that the started 1989, two years after they were 

As was narrating story, was unable to what the episodes 

• ~v'..,u."",",. She how her husband hit for the first time for and 

the shock she eXl)enlem;ea from this. incidents of violent au .. ,,",1\." lTU".'TPl'l't:PI1 

frequency and intensity over episodes she sustained injmies 

cuts and bruises. She showed me which was full of 

SUS181lClea dming these ""\.,u<>v",.,,,<>. ''''''''' v..... it took years before could 

help situation. 

~ef'lUII~ help the family. 

Nokhaya initially sought help from her mother-in-law. She told however of the 

disappointment she eX1Jerllenc;oo whenever she went to her mother-in-law to report 

husband's abusive behavior: 

I went to her, while I'm with her she is by my but when I she is 

dancing with her son, she speaks the same as son. 

a she to that she could not rely on her mother-in-law 

lost trust in her as a potential She looked elsewhere in his family help: 

I can go to, brother tried to show him the right way, 

but husband did not want to listen. 

She found her elder brother very supportive. to talk to husband 

about abuse. When she complained, her brother-in-law intervened and she felt 

by the family did not want to betray them by outside to get 
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However, this did not help Nokhaya long, as the brother-in-law was unable 

T1>TF'"p,nT the Her also m township, also did not help 

her. Although she never approached them directly for help, she nonetheless seems to 

have ext)ecteG them to intervene was disappointed that they did not 

Nokhaya, when attempts to from her husband's family failed, 

turned to own family for emotional support. reported that in some incidents 

would return home to her and would for a day or for a 

would always back again. She reported that when told her brother about the 

abuse, became angry and she had to the one to calm him down. She would say, 

"maybe will that was wrong and for forgiveness" It seems that this 

"'VT,,,,r.,"'n,~,,, concerning her brother's reaction made her reluctant to involve him in 

the disputes. could see the potentia] violence between 

two men. However, this did not stop her going to her for support when 

however, no longer talked about the family members. 

family was aware that she preferred not to talk about it, respected that and did 

not her. It seems that from them sympathy and personal support 

instead of direct intervention with her husband. 

Seeking help outside the family. 

For Nokhaya, the community residents were, some another source of 

support. however, did not directly ask help from but they 

voluntarily intervened in of crises. She, however, found it embarrassing when 

neighbors quarrels and they would by to 

the couple: 

It bothers me, I don't like Such I once suggested that we move from 

this area, but I thought again that if s gonna the same anywhere we 

I endure situation. 

This statement suggests that although she needed help she was not ready to involve 

neighbors in marital issues. She reported that the .""", .... ""u 

husband regularly hitting his and threatened to beat him up. 

oec:arr.le tired of 

this did not 

bring about an end to his beatings, instead they continued and were get1tmg more 
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Nokhaya reported that she was injured times and would go to clinic for 

medical would get stitches for wounds, but would never report that 

her husband had beaten clearly did not perceive the as a potential 

source of help to stop abuse. She again told of the shame embarrassment of being 

about the She did .not want to be and not feel ready to reveal it. 

She her beliefs clearly when she said: 

It's just that I told myself that IS saying that wife and her husband 

should together and keep them' ... Sit on 

problems, I was trying to keep that, hiding my husband's problems and not 

take them out. 

Nokhaya approached medical institutions only to the physical wounds on 

back home, sustained more injuries. 

As she continued to stay the abusive she still looked for solutions to their 

problems. When things are difficult to tend to look for "'A~JL''':'"U'''U'' 

the Consulting a traditional healer for help is another route that, 

in this this couple took together. Nokhaya reported that she and husband 

visited a traditional healer, who cited the problem as 'rnan~rnade', meaning it was 

through bewitchment that 'her husband was violent, and she gave to 

This affirmed his belief that his violence was beyond control, thus 

him more reason and to continue with it. On other hand, this have 

raised Nokhaya's hopes that the would the medicine he 

... ""","',,,,>n made no difference. It possible that the healer'S explanation also made 

tolerate behavior and did not look for professional help for a number 

Reaching the decision to seek professional help. 

Nokhaya eventually professional help. described in detail the last incident 

when husband beat her before she approached the agency for help. beat for 

no reason hit her head with a brick, in losing was 

admitted to hospital overnight and she still not tell the hospital that her husband 

",a"'''lvY the it seems that this realise that 

was m was finaUy able to bring herself to lay a charge against her 
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husband. It also seems that her was lUence:a by an 1"'"'1 "''''''U:'5 feeling 

pushed out of her husband's family. 

Going to the police station to lay a charge resulted in 

counselling. Nokhaya stated that was not aware that such services existed for 

Q,u .... ~u women and now that had come, she as her husband had 

stopped beating her, at least 

receivedjoint counselling and 

moment. the centre she and her husband 

felt that this had been ""H-~,,··t·nr<> 

Summary. 

in 1989 as intermittent episodes. was unable to identify what 

but noticed that thest? gradually more and 

She to help from her mother-in-law but did not find this helpful. 

believed that this was because her mother-in-law took her side. she 

expected the in-laws would She used to go to her own family 

reIiefbut did not them to After the of the extended to 

lnn~1>Jjonp she and husband consulted a traditional healer for an explanation of 

their problems. explanation got have kept her the as 

wanted to believe her husband wanted to but was influenced by forces 

beyond his control. During the years sustained injuries and sought medical 

attention for but did not report that she was abused by her husband. It was only 

when had a head injury that she reported the crime. She was then referred to 

..... "' .... u,'u5 centre. 

CASE STUDY THREE. 

Nothembile, is a married .... ""J,V"'.-"~J ... a"'-uJ'5 woman with two children. Her daughter 

is 12 years 014 and her son is seven years old. has married for years and 

with her husband in a township. she got married she has never been 

employed. she stayed and looked after their 

Recognition of abuse. 

Nothembile recalled having problems with her husband early on in their 

because was having affairs. did not see as a form of 

abuse until he beat her for the first time in 1989, three years into marrIage. 
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said that since this incident, things had gradually gotten worse. She was Dea.ten 

she him about his pvl' ... ",""", affairs. "I to say I can 

thn~at~mII}g to kill me, tolerate all the others, but if he is the one who is aDlISlJ'I!! 

no, no .... " 

have influenced her u .... ..., ... to leave 

Seeking help in the family. 

towards 

relationship. 

Although Nothembile and husband lived irldependently as a couple, lived 

same yard as her When her husband for the time, 

immediate reaction was to him to her parents-in-law. She wanted them to 

the issue. first turned to her father-in-law, who tried to talk to his son but 

was not to abuse "' ...... "" ...... "' .... 

her mother-in-law to whenever there was a violent incident but she felt 

her mother-in-law was not making attempts to the problem 

my mother-in-law was at home but ignored me when was beating I had 

to run to neighbors. 

It seems living in same yard as her husband's raised hopes that 

they would ntp'''''l<'np even without her them to. This was not the case she 

was disappointed. parents-in-law later left township to live the rural areas 

and Nothembile and husband moved in their house. 

With repeated and no help from parents-in-law, other 

members husband's family support. did to establish a strong 

support system her relations, Cape Town to 

whom According to her, they would caB her 

uu.,:>V(l,.u .... to a where his would confront about his 

it was destroying his family. were supportive and would 

comfort whenever went to made like 

'what would that home without you', thus that as a Nothembile had 

the responsibility of keeping the family together. Nothembile also that 

had invested so much this 

to consider leaving the 

and such comments seemed to make it 

marriage permanently. 
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When meetings failed to change his behavior, tried another ~ .. ~ .. _,., 

in a bid to solve problem. decided to move out of the She fetched 

belongings and children and went to her husband's aunt and uncle in township. 

Nothembile, however, was aware that her husband could trace there, as indeed he 

Her husband's relatives spoke to and her to to husband, 

that same She recalled that it was after they confronted her husband that 

aunt called and what her was to these discussions about the 

abuse. I am to say, only saying I am a dead person". 

In spite of this strong statement about her fear of returning, it appears that aunt· 

still encouraged to return. It seems that it was partly loyalty to these 

helpful made her to advice her better 

judgement. From these negotiations Nothembile """.' ... "' ... to return to him but insisted 

that this she would further 

I said even ifI'm staying, I am going straight to offices, cause tfyou 

are abused by head; if you are abused the head, I don't see any marriage 

Although Nothembile 

determined to seek 

sought help from husband's 

help if the continued. 

was 

Nothembile did not mention going to own family help, instead she persistently 

looked for from her However she stated that her brothers visited them 

after an incident where had beaten she had to them. Initially 

husband denied that he had beaten her Nothembile had bruises, lips 

and a blue eye to show them. the .............. ,'F>"", her brothers 

talked to husband, advising that he .... "", .... """'. about his would 

n9t cause problems their ""'<>1'T1<>...-<> point, Nothembile 

to ahead with her to despite her I'\,. .... :tl'\"' .. " pleas to endure it. she 

said: 

I said to my brother, < hold it big brothers, Dlamini (clan name), you I 

I want to contact with law. You'll never misled if you go 

according to the law. 

Her brothers also to address the directly were concerned what 

they saw as cause of violence her reaction to it. They wanted her to stay 

In mamage. 
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:'!tet:~Kllll2 help outside the family. 

Nothembile had previously sought medical help for several injuries over the years. 

She had broken teeth and had miscarriages, which she attributed to his abuse 

during her pregmmcles. Iam~ u"",-,au",,,,, of his beatings ... I was lucky not 

to have permanent scats on my medical help, she was seldom 

asked about the abuse. She recalled that a doctor asked her about it only once. She 

was open about it and not hide it. doctor called her husband spoke him, 

however did not stop abuse. 

She reported that when he during pregnancy, they 

counselling from a hospital social worker. aunt, who seemingly approved 

action, supported her and accompanied her. She reported that husband was not 

was rude to social worker and I:'T<"',.."..."',.., 

this session stayed with abusive husband and endured abuse as it 

continued. 

Reaching current help seeking decision. 

Nothembile a long time reaching to formal of help It 

may be that she hoped that husband would change. Moreover, her 

husband's exten<ledfamily continued to involved and encouraged her to endure 

and stay recalled one me there Nothembile 

and r n talk to myself, cause this idea of going to the ... " This was one 

their attempts to stop her from out for help. 

to there were a number of factors that made her finally venture beyond 

family to seek help. turning point was when the beatings happened at a time 

when she was and in oflove and care. The 1"1-1.-,.",1"1:' went with beatings 

as wen as the intensity of the beatings her into action. even tripped me 

...... ~~ .. "e me to hitting and strangling I thought I was to . In this 

incident their children became subjects of violence, and this was last straw 

her. her to this 
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I said, have U1U, ..... U\..\,L now finish me. If you hit children 

because of something you know 

family. 

that I don't want ... it destroys 

In of the finality in this statement she did not leave the relationship at 

point. She had, however, had enough 

normally did when looking for help. 

abuse and decided to further than she 

HH\J\JF:VPT 1"\",,,,.,","'''' going to seek formal sources of help she consulted with her 

hushand's ext:emlea family. She told of how his aunt's attempts to stop 

from going but had already her decision and went ahead. when 

had made this decision, she went from one relative to the next to them that she 

was taking this It seems that have approval and 

blessin~s or was perhaps them yet another chance to stop the 

I said to the police right now, 1'n start by going to aunt and uncle. 

are also not to stop me from going to the police. I am to 

them just because it according to the Xhosa tradition to them that I 

have been enduring your son's behavior. 

the time she was interviewed had reported her husband the and was 

waiting court date the interdict. The abuse had not stopped even when she 

was recune:ratm from an operation. This it was emotional and threats to 

beat her. She ''just when I think I'm at the point of my the 

problem does not get solved". She believed that she had invested a lot in the marriage 

and therefore expected that at this point she would living An 

wanted was for abuse to stop. 

She, however, had own concerns about going to the courts beCause of the impact 

the whole process would have on his employment. was unwell and unemployed 

and would not be able to provide for her children should this affect his employment. 

She the saying: "At the same by and not 1". ... ~.,jUI". 

he may end up murdering . She wished that the case had be.en dealt with 

Imln~Jlaltel'\l while had bruises to show was really abusing her. 

said that she understood why other women ended up withdrawing the charges. In her 
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own husband tended to be nice her as the court date was 

approaching and person, love hope". 

Summary. 

Nothembile eXIJenlen~cea physical abuse for 11 ago it 

stated that initially reported the abuse to got worse. 

Though father-in-law see:mt:a to have to to his son, the abuse did not 

expected her mother-in-law to help when her father-in-law was not available 

then found support her husband's 

relatives. It seems that ongoing support and care about constrained from 

moving further their interventions did not abuse. She 

reported that previously she miscarriages and other physical injuries for which 

she received medical attention. She was also by a hospital social worker. It 

seems that her husband's to cooperate in counselling session made her lose 

hope but she continued to stay in marriage and dealt with the 

abuse by reporting it to his relatives. What to help outside was 

""''''UL,F; her husband children in one of his violent episodes. It was also 

intensity of the beatings and his that made fear for her and which 

her to help from police. 

CASE STUDY FOUR. 

Nokllphumla, 31, had married since 1990. has three '-' .. 'ilL<' ....... a 12-year 

nine-year-old and a and lives with her husband a township. 

"' ................ out help because husband was emotionally and physically 

Recognition of a bllse. 

Nokuphumla told me her husband had ext)enlenlced marital difficulties for 

She attributed these to alcohol abuse. saying her husband been 

drinking increasingly more and been ""U'LVUV"'''''-,! was having 

extra-marital years had not thought behavior as abusive, as he 

was not physically abusing She had fights with because of his 

infidelity. This had worse until felt could not it any longer. 
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She reported that was under constant stress was 

then decided to move away from She took her 

headaches. 

him in the 

"H"'HIU for four to live doing this, she thought she was 

giving him to pull mmsen togetner 

behavior. It was during this time that 

u,", ... ,~.." forcing Nokuphumla to return to Cape to be with him. 

what started as emotional and financial escalated to physical 

husband started beating in 1997. recounted 

abuse, occurred when husband was drunk and returned 

had an argument about an incident which 

from his 

financial 

Nokuphumla, 

UJL'..,U"" ..... when her 

of physical 

late at night. 

which 

locked the and her: slapped .." ... 'v ..... "" .... me, he took out an 

Iron me with it. I was crying he said I must back." 

Seeking help in the family. 

most women who to the 

husband's mother, Nokuphumla did not have much contact with mother-in-law, 

who lived the rural villages. explained that the beginning never 

welcome in husband's family. brother-in-law was her source of support 

in this family. In all the they she went to husband's brother to report 

His brother consistently responded to her complaints by 

together, speaking to them and confronting husband. Several by his 

to stop behavior failed to end violence. It seems 

Nokuphumla had her husband to with own family times, and 

times her would and persuaded her 

to return to husband. 

When abuse became physical, she began to involve own in resolving 

conflict. said she ran to her and reported that husband was 

uncle and her called her husband to a meeting to discuss 

came and the discussions were at my home. They discussed it and he 

discussion and it was that I 

must go back to him. I said 'how can I back to him 

when beats me this? 
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As it often happens with these discussions, the resolution was that should go back 

to her Nokuphumla was unhappy \vith the outcome returned to 

brother-in-law, who was not at She decided to go to him, while 

to show him, wanted to show brother how I even if we 

did a follow-up to this her brother-in-law came to hold 

another with her and husband. incident was discussed all over 

but her brother-in-law finally to further. According to Nokuphumla, 

he said: 

I dISCUSS this, it should discussed by elder 1}t;(J,DlC in rural it 

should not discussed 

He was involved in several attempts at resolving their and thought that 

it people with higher authority power would bring a solution to 

problem. In same breath, he also told Nokuphumla to return to husband. When 

she initially resisted to husband, saw her to be in the as he 

that 'she is adding to the problems'. She and the abuse continued. 

Nokuphumla recalled continued violence and destruction of property they 

visited village in the areas for was drunk 

home to of their was an opportunity 

for matter to who lived in village. left him to stay 

in her brother's home, she believed she had protection, which could not 

m township. The matter was handled the traditional way of calling a meeting 

nerwef~n both families. this point, felt 'heard' as people with more power were 

finally to put a to her disappointment however, rather than 

_~~.~_, what to be important was the fact he had not 

.LULIe.;,. .... , .... paying lobola and was thus fined to bring more money to family. This 

was seen to equivalent to an apology for treatment ofNokuphumla. a 

woman, Nokuphumla was from the discussions, as it in this 

patriarchal cultural and she recalled: 

I was not there when finished 

was by family, the others 

and I was told that I had to back. 
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had hoped for a better outcome from this meeting, as felt that her cries 

were listened to, whether understood them was another matter. was 

however disappointed and felt dismissed in end: 

it seems that they [her own family] were happy that asked an apology 

her family], so I must go back same day. 

had hoped that despite not attending the she would approached at an 

individual involved in the her. This however never 

happened. she went back, agam ignored by both husband his 

brother. What was difficult to bear was that her husband never even bothered 

apologise to her what happenecL but stayed with him nonetheless. 

~ee:k.illi2 help outside the family. 

In Nokuphumla's story described little involvement the neighbors 

difficulties. She however recall that when her husband her their hous~ one 

night the township, her loud summoned help neighbors. She could 

that the neighbors came running to their but her husband had locked the gates 

and neighbors the that this was a 'domestic 

affair', stopped outside gates and returned to their av'''''' ... ,;:). 

Although Nokuphumla had never to clinics for injuries, reported 

that she had frequently visited a General Practitioner tension headaches. She was 

aware that were related to and when was diagnosed With 

hypertension, decided to take a break and go to live the rural areas before 

starting medication. The her lifestyle to 

for some but financial reported having to 

cope by consistently using She told me how doctor 

would notice and comment on her visits the same complaint, asking 

about her personal life. like many abusers~ her husband often aa:Qnloomu:d 

her to the doctor he was the one who responded to the questions. When 

husband claimed that she was happy, "then the doctor won't say anything, he 

gives me medication. Maybe drink the and sleep and up better, 

then rn see that wen". It seems that her took doctor under the 

ore'teDl;e of taking care while he have been of 

being reported to the professionals. 
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After her attempts to ... ,-"",...,,,,.,,,, and he 

recommended that the couple seek help 

her husband went there alone, leaving 

rested with 

a traditional healer. It is that 

behind, implying that problem 

Reaching help seeking ut.~.;I:uun. 

In situation there was no mClaelrlt could ',..",UU,1 r as a point 

heard 

for abused women. !-ip!~rr"'<T the 

except that had enough of 

from a ,.."' ........... ,,, ... ,.'h radio about 

details of women's stories helped to identify herself as one of the abused 

women. It some time to with the agency, even she was 

aware She made a u ....... ,,," statement: 

I thinking to change, no not change. J 

1"1'\",l1<TI"I1" maybe, it's just sornetnm,g small, he'll ''"'''<U'S''', no is carrying on. 

had to be the of events and to 

problems before Nokuphumla could come Tn"."1<>.''''' 

Nokuphumla counselor it seems had made an internal 

the the counselor to that it was a good 

a divorce. expenence as follows, "I felt 

talking to her, it me and I 

. However, when counselling about 

do, dismissed the idea the marriage, to him another 

"OVJ>, ....... j .. I.U.U". was not Oeaten Tr .. "n",nTn but was emouomm abused .... ul"',..nv. 

for her to ""\,d,Un" 

from her m(]lthe:r-llrl

from the oe~~mlrl1ng. 

her husband was an alcohol abuser. 

as abuse until th.e abuse was physical. She did not 

as claimed that she did not welcome by 

she did rely on brother-in-law to intervene in their frequent ""''''V''''''''''', 

resoec:tea by him, therefore ~"'''''''HX'''' the need to be loyal to his 

mediation did not abuse, instead it to 
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physical then T"""t''''TT~'rI them to A"E,""" authorities in rural areas. 

Intexvention the 'elders' of her family the rural areas did not focus on addressing 

.-..... '~ •• 1"'l the Instead they ... "'''' .. 4U .... ''' .... her should 

lobola, as a way of asking him for apology to the family for ill treating their daughter. 

paid this and Nokuphumla was expected to return to him even though was 

unhappy the The heJped that she was in an 

abusive relationship that could help at formal sources of help. 

CASE STUDY FIVE. 

Nomonde, 35, is married and with her husband in their house in a township. She 

entered into a customary marriage in 1989 and later had a civil marriage in She 

and husband do not children and on their own. 

Recognition of abuse. 

Nomonde reported that 

they got married. 

husband assaulted the 1990, a 

husband had stabbed her head and cheeks several times, 

and then took for medical attention, where she 

it seems she remained passive and was the one who took 

At hospital, however, he a false report about the cause of 

For Nomonde, it that husband was showing remorse for what 

for medical and, she think it wouldn't happen 

this incident 

injuries. 

did by taking 

the abuse continued over the years involving stabbings, beatings and verbal abuse. 

Seeking help in the family. 

Nomonde did not have parents-in-law alive. When she finally sought help, she began 

"""'.UE for help from her husband's who also lived in the township. She 

r"" ......... rt •• rI that her husband's relatives, who are of the same clan and were 

negotiators for lobo la, were the people she approached. Their response to 

complaints never her. She described how they handled 

promised to come to my house talk to him when my sister-in-law 

returns from the rural areas, he never came, they never came ... And I went to 

second one who took husband to the so he can buy him 

alcohol, did not solve anything. 
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After this, Nomonde felt it was obvious that they were not interested in any 

problems between her and husband. expressed clearly what her expectations 

were when she help: 

me to ., ..... .,.u ... ' .... and see that I am valued in this family, he was supposed 

to confront him immediately in my presence, find out what happened, how, in 

my not in hiding. 

It is for this reason that Nomonde vowed never to to his family for,help again. 

Without being able to access family for support, Nomonde was forced to 

ways of protecting herself 

As the abuse continued, Nomonde was subjected to constant eviction from the house 

by her husband. She believed that some of her difficulties were due to the fact that 

had a customary marriage. trying to make sense it, thought that getting a 

certificate would be a solution to problems. She pushed for a civil 

marriage and they their marriage in For her, this .......... , ..... ,.'" a source of 

but this did not stop from being ,","~"'L'-,'U or abuse from continuing. 

Her biological family was there for her merely as a but she found it 

difficult to tell them about abuse. It seems the an 

marriage made Nomonde reluctant to with her family: 

You see I used to be unable to talk about it, even to my I was covering 

the So, even when I I ust:(d to say nothing, 

co:mplain or that I have left him. I used to just come 

Nomonde suffered in for went back to her husband whenever 

came to beg her to come back. Nomonde reported that on one occasion she her 

husband three and stayed with her However, as she reported, 

that he continued coming and coming, my was feeling sorry for him. 

my my go your house"'. family provided 

only a temporary refuge and eventually they too encouraged her to return to the 

abusive 'elallOnstnp. 

Seeking help outside the family. 

injuries Nomonde sustained were so severe that she had to medical 

attention them. though husband initially false reports about the 
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causes of the at hospital, Nomonde was unable to keep lying for long. 

During the follow up appointment treatment ofthe wounds in the hospital, the 

doctor asked her again about her injuries. time she was alone and she revealed 

that her husband stabbed her and then gave the hospital a misleading account of the 

circumstances. Taking the hospital doctor's advice, she laid a charge, but her husband 

begged withdraw the she did. that he her 

and had to visit the General Practitioner several times for medical attention: 

My husband to me the doctor but would to go inside with 

me. When the doctor asks I would he is in the waiting room. When he 

goes out to call him, would not find him he has left. 

The doctor's attempts to meet her husband during suggested that was a 

potential resource for help. Nomonde continued visiting this particular '\J'-'Ju,-,«rAJ 

Practitioner she sustained injuries from husband and needed help. 

During her fourth visit to the General Practitioner for the injuries that he also asked 

about laying a her husband. She told me that her reSl)On:se 

still observing . Nomonde apparently continued to hope that would '"''' .... ''5''' his 

neighbors appear to have been drawn in to help times of For example, 

she told of an incident when her husband was chasing her in the streets at night. 

ran to a house asking for their help. She told what was going on, and the couple 

got Nomonde and her husband together and talked to them. She threatened to a 

charge against him beat her. neighbors begged not to do that. They 

her husband to calm down and to back home and make peace. intervention by 

neighbors was not as Nomonde was treated badly that night with 

husband even her out of the house. 

Nomonde went the police but when her husband complained about her help 

from the police without asking the neighbors to intervene first, she would to 

him and continued to for help from neighbors. She told me that it was after 

another one of his episodes of rage and destruction of property that she called 

U""''<;uvv< to talk him 

was like a destroyed U"U1ll~'.u"" ••• and axed his wardrobe. I 

was afraid and I thought of phoning but it was to be a habit 
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running to the whenever we had a Additionally he always 

complained that I don't even ask from the neighbors, I sleep with the 

police. I called my she came. 

In spite of the fact that Nomonde was danger, it seems still wanted to please 

husband and make things between them. She worried that might be 

blamed for police and wanted to avoid his accusations. She hoped that 

by doing what he wanted, would stop his abusive behavior. She found however 

that the neighbors' intervention did not make any difference. 

her she often did not certain of support by people in the 

community, even when they attempted to 

I same "'-"J;"V''"'' said talked to for over an I 

said that I wanted her to so that they don't blame me. Many people blame 

It was that Nomonde to get help the police first 

when her husband broke microwave. It that it for her to lay a 

charge against him for the destruction of property than for her own i11iuries. This 

"",.,vu however helped as it information about the of 

l"."""U'j; a court interdict to protect against his beatings. She applied for 

interdict and stopped beating and stabbing some time but continued to 

verbally and emotionally and her the 

house. She renewed the 1nt"rti1 times to include protection "".5'"'''';''' these 

Nomondehad encounters the police but either would lay a {'h<llrO'P or 

would withdraw the at her husband's request. At the lJef~Ullllnlg, it seems she 

did this with his behavior, but as abuse ... "''''' .... , .... ''''''' 

did it out of fear of husband also acc;us(;~a of having with 

the police, which Tnrt-"'",r made her reluctant to go to them. 

Additionally, even when she went to police, she implied that she did not always 

a good reception. felt was seen as a nuisance, always to them. 

could a few incidepts, which made feel that the serious nature of the 

was being ...... '"'u.,"'''''''",... For eX~lmt)le. amluCle of one 
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investigating officer undermined complaints and he persuaded 

charges while the talked to her husband. 

to drop the 

but the 

intervention of the OITl.cer did not bring about any cnaLng(~S in her husband's abusive 

behavior. 

Reaching the current help seeking decision. 

Nomonde told me of how she aware of the women. 

listened to a community radio program and this helped her to rec,ogIll1se that she also 

deserved help. Her husband however controlled her access to this informative 

program and she could only listen to it in his absence. When she had the information 

about the centre, she threatened to go to a counselling service the next time kicked 

out of the house. He again prevented her from going for help, but at this point 

Nomonde wanted an the she could and went ahead anyway. She 

explained it took a lot of patience for to finally find a place where she could 

get help. She CBnn,"",>n it up by saying, it's like that you are looking for 

Summary. 

Nomonde reported the during the year of their 

would visit the doctor for her injuries several times and was advised to lay charges, 

which then withdrew whenever her husband pleaded with her. husband 

had no living parents, she went to the negotiators for lobola, help. failed to 

her and she decided never to go to husband's family for help again. She then 

dealt with the abuse on her own, apparently ashamed to it with her own family. 

It seems however that when destroyed the microwave, it was the turning point, and 

laid a of destruction of property. She finally applied for a court interdict 

when she had an interdict, husband remained emotionally abusive, although 

he had stopped beating and stabbing She eventually got information about the 

counselling se.rvice from the community radio and she finally came for counselling. 

STUDY SIX. 

Nosidima, 32 years, entered into a customary union in 1987 and then a civil marriage 

seven years later in 1994. She has two children. husband abused her, emotionally 

and physically during the course of their marriage. She finally went to the police and 
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her husband was "' .... ,,,,, ... "'.,-i in eotem1ber2000, after which he has 

continued to her. 

Recognition of abuse. 

Nosidima her husband for two months before became his She did not 

know that he was abusive before married him, but reported that after 

she his wife he started her. recalled the shock and disbelief after 

the initially thinking that he was <playful'. When he woke up at night 

and beat her again, she realised that it was serious. She was a newly married woman. 

She thought going back to her home: "but I was worried about the print, 

they were stin new and smelling of new . For a Xhosa makoti there is a 

meaning attached to dress that symbolised the newly married state. a 

that was still new her from leaving abusive marriage. When 

abuse about how a makoti should behave kept her in the 

marriage and made submit to the abuse that was intensity. She 

described the details of the abuse 

When he beats me he did not use a stick, he used weapons spades, he 

chased me with a spade and once hit me with the back spade. He 

threatened me with sharp objects but nothin~ me to leave I 

swore that I'll in this family. 

It that she was determined to stay despite the constant danger she was 

........... " .. 5. It that commitment to marriage meant even when 

conditions were bad. Leaving the marriage would mean that had failed, so she 

stayed. She also told me how she for her husband to according to 

civil rites. It appeared that hoped this would change his attitude to her. This, 

however, did not improve her circumstances even after marry her. 

Seeking ~elp in the family. 

At the beginning, as she could not believe that her husband was beating her. She 

reported that it was hard for her to reveal the to her mother. could only say 

that she was <unhappy', giving her mother the that was having 

difficulty to the new and family. mother encouraged to and 

tolerate as it is said in Xhosa that 'marriage is not her mother who had 

probably same problems adjusting to her as a makoti, jt 
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would important for her \A"''''15U''''''' to pass this 

her mother's advice: 

My child, your husband is really 

belongings If they are still 

that you must 

of passage'. She remembered 

you, he must carry your 

house, does not really mean 

Nosidima was faced with comments these that convinced her to stay, particularly 

as they were said by people who loved her. believed the statements thinking her 

mother could never wrong. The difficulty of opening up to her own mother 

completely seemed to be related to the belief that should keep marital issues 

within married family. In this situation mother was an outsider. She also told 

me that she was hiding it because "there was this hope that he will come 

right", and must have her mother's condemnation husband. 

Nosidima only revealed the beatings when her mother asked directly. 

though; mother encouraged her to in the relationship. 

Nosidima's parents-in-law were in rural so it took some she 

was taken down to be introduced to them. Instead, Nosidima was introduced her 

husband's relatives who lived in the townships, and were referred as 'the 

family' . often approached them for their with the abuse and found that 

took responsibility, responding to her complaints. would come to hold 

various meetings house but she reported her husband d~d not cooperate. 

said: do care and would come to our house but my husband would leave 

them there with me, saying they are my visitors, not his". these relatives who 

she believed might have power over him, to stop the abuse. However, Nosidima 

~r:Sl:Slt:nlly called on this 'family' whenever her husband was violent. 

When she finally met her parents-in-law in the rural village, was already 

entrenched abusive relationship. She did not initially inform parents-in-law 

about the abuse, ""'''''''''E> she still had to to know these new members of the 

She reasons by 
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It was hard to report that there was "'V~U"",H"U; like this because it was to 

kill sending his back home. It was clear that husband was not 

going to 

stayed. 

abusing even when father intervened. Regardless she 

Seeking help outside family. 

Nosidima 

l',p'.Tlupart of how 

herself as being "''''''''rAn about her family problems. 

viewed role of a woman amamage: 

As I see it, the role a woman ».<+ .. , ... s""' is to out the fire 

was 

it is 

burning. When you your and cover all 

things so they are not seen by the whole world. 

l\",,' ... u.~r her attempts to problems were detleat<::d by husband's 

tendency to beat in the or shout insults the u"".",_. 

Can you see that I was that and has exr)OS(~Q n,uu,,',,",u. Now the 

I am talking about, he is it out and people 

Though did not initially ask their help, the neighbors knew about the abuse 

and often by calling the couple together and talking to them. however 

had no effect on husband's behavior. 

4 Ukuhota is an ,nt .. nrh,,,-t"'r,, process of a bride to her in-laws' where she is to stay 
for a while with this She gets to know the members and the customs in the 
process, 
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She reported being embarrassed when her husband beat her in with 

community residents watching 

Everyone was passing by, and the township people can 

stand far 

'shame' but 

It seems that also the community to do something to help but they 

did not, possibly afraid interfering in matters between people. 

she was beaten .,.,.".,. .. 13 and needed attention. Though she 

would to the clinic, she would not 

about it: 

the cause of the injuries would 

When I to the clinic this blue body, I would not say it's him. I was 

hiding it because I loved him and I have that hope that he is to come 

did appear to see the as a potential source helping to stop 

the It that part of her reason for not telling the truth was that did 

not want to lose love of her husband, and hoped that he wou]d change. In 

... ""1'1'",,,,,,,,,,,,,, however, she said that if she would be and she had 

knowledge about her would have reported it It seems that her lack of 

knowledge about how she should be treated as a wife also influenced to keep 

silent about the abusive and not help. 

As the abuse escalated, with her husband kicking her out of the house, she approached 

community structures, the street who tried to reason with him but 

were not successful. Then she explored the possibility of getting help from the 

association. It seems that taxi organisations are seen as powerful structures in the 

township and are used as sources of support during disputes this 

community. It she was looking for a structure that could be more powerful 

than husband and would able to make him abusing her. Though the 

with association was her favor, husband however did not stop 

his threats. 

Nosidima was advised by women in community to ask for help in 

system. She did and got a court nrr."""r'1", order 1999, 11 of 
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physical her husband. However, it seems that even tbis did not 

from beating her. "It did not get better, but I not want to 

this because is tbis position of 'being a wife"'. It seems that even after getting a 

protection order Nosidima, the social and cultural demands of being a were 

more powerful than the law. She did not report incidents of abuse that happened 

following the receipt of interdict unti1 life was finally threatened. At this point she 

went back to police and laid a 

I was blue, no he did not beat me on the they where did he 

beat me, I thought it's better to pull up my ..-I .. """,,,,,,, so they can see I'm like 

this. 

Nosidima thought she had to have proof of her injuries in order to be taken 

seriously. husband was then am:lste:d. He was apparently bitter about this, left 

her and continued to threaten to from his. house or bum the shack with her in 

it. She told ofthe she lived when she first heard these threats: 

I tried to teU the community that I have a he was going to 

bum the house with me that night ... I tell you, I slept alone in the house that 

night, my children did not even want to listen, they slept at the .. "'!;HVUI 

.. , I stayed for days with sense that I dead by the end 

week, so he can have the house'. 

Despite deadly threats, Nosidima was still determined to the house. 

Summary. 

Nosidima was beaten from the of her but could not because 

she felt pressured by the demands of being a 'new' wife. her it would a 

disgrace to fail in her role at the beginning. Initially did not want to reveal the 

abuse to her mother until her mother noticed and commented on the signs of distress. 

mother encouraged her to e~dure and not to her marriage. The abuse 

continued but <being called a wife', prevented her from reporting She initially 

reported 1t to husband's relatives in the township, but they failed to stop him from 

abusing her. When was introduced to parents in the villages she received a 

very wann welcome, and found it easy to report the to them. seems to have 

influenced her decision to stay in this abusive marriage, 'for her parents-in-Iaw's 

abuse increased in intensity, attracting the attention of her neighbors 

attempts to hide it. She embarrassment when he hit her on the 
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streets with community memlJers passing by, who did not offer any help. This led 

to ultimately seek interdict however not 

him from abusing 

and trying to 

an interdict. 

emotionally, insulting threatening to burn her with the 

out of 'his . She also approached community 

leaders~ the street committee and the taxi organisation for help but they were also 

unable to stop the abuse. 

STUDY SEVEN. 

Nobantu is a 42 year-old woman. She is and has two 

children. son is years old and her daughter is four years old. She has been 

18 years, the was according to customary law, and then they 

<>1"11"'<>"'''''/"1 into a marriage. husband abused emotionally physically for 

most of their married life. 

Recognition of abuse. 

Nobantu reported that as a makoti, she experienced economic abuse, while lived 

with mother-in-law household rural areas. husband lived and 

worked township. of financial support· and also did not allow 

her to earn money. could not herself to complain to mother . 

........ ' .. "PT she hoped that mother-in-law would that she was struggling and 

talk to son. She was disappointed. It seems that the of what to .. vr' ....... f 

as a makoti made her and she did not directly help this abuse, 

instead she joined her husband in the township. She expected that things would 

better Ii ved with her .husband but instead the abuse economic 

abuse went to include constant and insults, verbal abuse and 

physical abuse. husband often her out of the house and she would sleep 

at neighbors' houses or into chHdren's bedroom. In her opinion, the 

abuse became worse during her pregnancy with her first baby, as her husband denied 

paternity and kicked out of the house. hoped that it was a difficu1ty > 

however not stop. 

Seeking help in the family. 

Nobantu reported that she was initially reluctant to help her husband's 

family of the disappointment she had "''''''~J'''U'''U''''''''' with her t'l"InfM .. ' .. _l11 
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earlier in her Instead her husband kicked her out of the house, 

to with own family. This a n"'l1~prn she often went to her 

family for emotional and help. She recalled how 

to report the continuous physical abuse to mother-in-law only when her husband 

chased with a while they were visiting She remembered how she told 

mother-in-law about ongoing abuse: 

You see it is not even Town he the same. 

I thought he was to have respect, at least while we are here. 

said her mother-in-law was horrified by and suggested that she 

lay a Nobantu hoped that his mother would them to a and talk to 

them. She, however, did not when mother-in-law advised to a 

_ .. _'/::>_. Despite the mother-in-Iaw's permission to out for police help, Nobantu 

still wanted to believe best husband as she said, am was 

postponing I thought he was to chan~e" stiB insisted her mother-in-

law and his relatives should talk to them as couple so he could ten them where 

had 

What I want is that he must what problem is. Does still want me as 

his or has he found someone better than me. It would be better says 

so. 

Nobantu found it hard accept that was a element her husband's 

behavior. Instead felt that in·Jaws had failed by not intervening 

She did not follow mother-in-law's to further help, 

instead turned to own family. 

Nobantu said that would go to her family when fell were 

periods during which the abuse became worse and said that 

that her family would her husband what it was that 'was not doing 

right' and lost self-confidence being a 'good wife' to her husband. Her husband 

often did not to try to find as a husband is traditionaHy to do 

a runs away. Though not her that her husband did not 

her, Nobantu would still return to her husband. According to her, In 

her marriage would last less than months her return before started 

abusing again. endured until she could not take it any longer. She recal1ed 

how she asked help from her 
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I went to my father, he's my uncle but we can father. I arrived and told 

him 1 take it 1 came to stay home for two and when 

my husband came to fetch you I must go with him, in forgiven 

him and he has i-"",r<""~ ... me. I Ilstem:d to you, now what do I do because this 

man not 

Although in husband for two years, it see:me:a that 

had not made a decision to leave the marriage. Rather she wanted the abuse to stop. 

When it did not stop she turned to her aQvice ""'l£lTUT 

I asked my father 'what must I do, must I leave? .. but I leave my things, 

I can't. My said that the only thing he could think of was for me to lay a 

against him, as he does not stop what lS 

Nobantu was advised by her family of origin to help, as her 

mother-in-law had advised, but did not take the advice. It seemed that she 

that involving the police would mean the 

and the abuse continued. 

her marriage. 

Nobantu reported their were always a problematic In 

husband had total control of the money. Part of reasons for in her 

marriage to financial dependence on her husband. She reported she 

and the children would totally depend on family support while they 

lived with them. Although on one occasion found work to support her newborn, 

she so little and decided to return because "was not to raise this baby 

alone as does not have a 

O"',!;;AUJI~ help outside the family. 

Although initially reluctant to seek help outside family, Nobantu TPnnTh'l1 that 

consulted a number agenCljeS over the years, in 1989. 

looked for an outsider who could what she could do to make things right 

between her and to help were able to stop the 

abuse completely. reported even taking children with her to a social work 

agency, 'so would tell how was at home'. husband's reaction to such 

stnltej;l[leS would be more making his behavior worse. his 

reaction she stopped going to formal for help. 
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Nobantu described how she began to make use of neighbors as her sources of support 

for several They gave her emotional when was in distress, as 

as food and a to sleep whenever her husband kicked her out of the house at 

night. She most often support from women in area. Nobantu and 

described an incident when the community members, including men, showed their 

disapproval of her husband beating and chasing her in the This time she 

had not asked help but they reacted when witnessed incident: 

neighbors were watching this, as was chasing me ... men who 

were passing by shouted saying <No man, that a long time ago chasing 

your wife the streets. If you want to fight come and fight with leave the 

woman alone. He turned back mumbling ... 

This reaction by community members was effective in stopping the abuse only 

temporarily. 

Because the people she turned to seemed unable to stop the abuse, she eventually 

went to her husband's work colleague for help one 

that another man - in particular, his work colleague - would be able to talk 

sense into him. recalled day she approached man: 

It was at night, I went to this house, they work together. I said, 

to that man husband], I don't know what is on. ask 

him what problem is, what I done to him. 

colleague talked to husband but this did not stop the abuse. When he her 

the colleague's nttl"rpri to accompany her to the police. 

Reaching current help seeking decision. 

As Nobantu narrated her there were events that could have been 

.... H.~HS points moved between family, the community and counselling 

agencies at searching for help which could not really find. all 

sources was looking an answer to the question 'what wrong I done to my 

husband?' She wanted to make and was economically dependent 

on her husband. she was unable to consider leaving the marriage 

permanently. a neighbor, whom she ran to help had to 

assist to apply for an interdict. she made a decision to apply for an 

interdict, again contacted her husband's family and informeq them of her 
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decision. It seems that this time was ready to lay a charge. However, at the of 

interview she reported that she had financial constraints. She did not have 

required amount of money to the nrr,,..,,,·,,,, 

Summary. 

with economic abuse during year ofNobantu's marriage 

when she lived with her mother-in-law. Although she did not for her mother-in-

law's help, she expected to intervene. When she did not intervene, Nobantu went 

live with husband township hoped that was to solve their 

problems. She was however disappointed when the abuse escalated and 

constant criticisms, physical violence and eviction the When she finally 

told mother-in-law, she hoped that would talk to them but was disappointed 

when mother-in-law advised to lay a Jeft husband and stayed with 

her own family two but eventually to return. Again, his abusive 

behavior did not '"''''''''5'' father also advised to a Though 

was initially reluctant to help outside ultimately made several 

attempts to get from counselling starting from 1989. husband 

rea(~teCl with abuse. She then stopped using formal sources and coped with 

the continuing help from her family and In 

Neighbors were always there to help in of like offering food and 

a place to sleep at current attempt to help had been on the 

neighbor. 

STUDY EIGHT. 

Nomilile is a 33-year-old Xhosa-speaking woman, married with three children. She is 

a domestic worker and lives with her husband and children the township. They 

have been married for years. Nomilile reported that by 

emotionally abusing her many years. It was later on in marriage that she was in 

physical danger and sought help from women's counselling service. 

Recognition of abuse. 

Nomilile that her ..... ",v<u.u behavior even oerore they were 

married, but then did not rec'OgInse it as abuse. behavior from verbal 

insults and constant criticisms. also belittled which to erode sense 
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self-worth. often home to and push children around, 

...... "uHb off the ''''" ....... '''.·h' and .H .... ,.."'6 them in In spite 

these ex[)enenc:es. Nomilile ex(:us~~d her husband's behavior lJ"\.,au~,,, there was 

initially no overt physical violence though would occasionally 

with said, "it is like he is us because our hearts are 

addition, abused the influence of alcohol, which 

made her husband was to She love 

being Tn<lTTl""" to him as reasons inability to recognise abuse. 

Nomilile's opinion was money and was when he is not 

drunk". 

She knew him as being rude whenever was drunk and "that was nature". 

..... "v ..... " .. , the gradually ncreasmg. though was "uW'''YJ''J abolft his 

treatment of her, husband did not think behavior as problematic, "because 

she had no bruises to show as physical evidence husband's denial of 

abuse her to be unsure of the definition Additionally, her nus~oarla 

was emotionally abusive during ...... I~ .. UU.:>, but was a good husband and father 

during week. 

Seeking help the family. 

'VLJe ... u.u" described experiences of help WI1,p.nf'Vf'T she was distressed by 

her husband's abusive behavior. and her a township her 

Dal·en1ts-)'n-lliW. who would usually have been the to be consulted for 

instead, made use 

n.u""uJ.lJ. She said 

husband's relatives support 

she dealt the by 

and they described them as would 

respond to her calls: 

I would brother his and other that all 

know how is when SOInetlmc;:s they would involve relatives, 

so the relatives know about 

A between him and relatives were held and would apologise 

to he was nl'If'lPlrn n,aooem::a These meetings, 

however, did not come with a nTHT.T""TTT'i solution to the 

reacted to "He for them to and drunk 

how 

that 

are not he won't listen to them. You see it's like playing games". 
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Nomilile recalled that mother-in-law had Cape Town from rural areas 

when one of the incidents happened. It was after had heard about the help offered 

by the women's She then consulted her mother-in-law, to 

approval seeking outside the family. According to Nomilile, this what her 

mother-in-law 

No, don't lay a ",uU~E>'" against my child, if you a problem you can 

until you return to the rural areas where this can discussed. Don't him 

to officials, cause the officials won't do anything for you. 

This statement for Nomilile, to communicate that this was not a 

it could wait until they to villages, which usually happened once a 

during the December holidays. discouraged Nomilile from getting help outside 

family. Although she was aware that talking to the family was not successful in 

"'6"'6 about change, she continued to limit her help seeking within the 

Nomilile reported that she did not get help even when she consulted the 10 

areas. She that one she left husband and went to the areas. 

nr"J"pu.~r followed and the of abuse was taken to the 

he followed us as he usually does when we leave, fetch us. When 

this was discussed and and they found that 'no, go back to 

him' and I went back. 

The outcomes of the discussions were favor husband and a decision was 

reached that she was to stay 

continued. 

him. stayed in the and the 

Nomilile sought help her uncle, who was a figure her own 

family. When she had had enough of the abuse, would leave her husband but 

would follow her to her uncle to for apology for his behavior 'because he was 

drunk'. would decide that she should return to husband. The statement 

shows her frustration with system: 

You got thing that if he did not ... they 

don't see problem. So, my uncle would 'my he did not hit you, 

it's just a problem of a1cohollike anybody else. 

It appears that even when she ran to her own hoping for protection, the 

emotional abuse she suffered was not taken seriously. 
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Seeking help outside the family. 

Nomilile did not in dealing with the abuse. She to it 

as a family matter, reporting that she was ashamed think the were 

aware of their domestic problems. She believed that and husband gave the 

impression of being a couple and was reluctant for the truth be 

revealed. Sometimes though, she the knew what was really halJDe:n111lg 

and wondering why tried to keep the fayade, bothers me, I sometimes think 

see it as my stupidity ... it is like people are wondering I put with this". 

Despite she did not reveal her marital problems to neighbors and seek help. 

however, 

in their nOlmc:s. 

that she talked to some women who had 

were women she met at work who she 

experienced violence 

able share her 

pyt"IPr'IPn,('p," with because they had undergone kinds of abuse. It also seems 

that to women because th~y lived outside her community 

and that they were unlikely to "''''''''h<,,-,,<> her telling neighbors. She talked them 

about out, but they .... L"~''V". her She doubted 

the viability of this action. would be blamed anything that may 

happen to her children or to him. It seems that the commitment she had in this 

opera'ted against her leaving felt responsible the 

wellbeing of her 

Reaching current help seeking decision. 

Nomilile a number why ultimately sought help the women's 

counselling centre. Firstly that the did not come to an IS 

why I out help, it is clear that there never a change until I die". 

Nomilile said she realised following traditional of her 

family conflicts, by consulting the family for help, had not been Secondly 

she was also concerned about the that the unhealthy domestic situation had had 

on children. Though she 1"J3n", .. b~rI that the abuse was j;:, ..... "uJ; worse daily, it 

became clear that she was shocked into action when he beat with sharp objects. 

how described 
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he was throwing it [the weapon] to it hit the wall... So, I this is 

what made me to for help, I would not know what would do 

next ... Maybe tomorrow he will kill me, I don't 

Immediately after this incident 

appears that a threat to her 

went to counselling centre for 

was a turning point for her. 

It 

Nomilile what she wanted she went help. She was not on idea 

a protection order and that this was no solution to problems: 

I want to punished, but not by the police. I don't ]ike having police in 

my house. 

her were her perception, it was not that 

deserving such harsh treatment. Additionally, had of being cu.,,\.;'u;, ..... u 

an with the police, and being by husband's having 

something wrong. therefore did not apply for the protection 

For her the struggle still continues as she has to consider more and more challenges 

that it difficult to a as to to stay in relationship and 

hope or to abusive relationship. On the other hand she considered 

moving out and him, She believed that her staying him 

continue abusive behavior, and that moving would expose him for abuser 

that he was. However, she was faced with a number of concerns her husband 

after them, and how she would if lived in a squatter camp with no 

man to protect them. 

Summary. 

Nomilile reported that her husband emotionally abused and the children whenever 

he was drunk. initially her husband's behavior as the result of alcohol, 

still him. She, would distressed help 

from her husband's relatives. A that were held did 

not solution to this problem, She then her about 

outside the family who disapproved of this idea and instead her 

to the elder people rural areas. When she ultimately sought help from the elders 
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'"'''',.>1-' ...... , it was decided should return stay with u ... " ....... Uy. Even 

.,,"', ...... , .... sought help own was not taken 

and was expected to 

• "".' ... "" ......... to reveal 

with her husband 'because he did not hit her'. 

neighbours, she felt that they already 

aOlne~inc " ............... "vu. She was to talk to women who lived "'"T"'"'''' 

community, who would share own and 

discouraged her from the When her husband hit her with a 

"' ...... "''''' .... that her life was danger and Nomilile 

an advice. She, to apply for a 

to the women's 

interdict, as it was 

that .... , ... .., .. ,'."'" was not a crime. 

was interviewed she still hoped to somebody would be 

through to her hu/'band and make him abuse. 

next chapter 

emerge from 

a case ;:)LU\..lI",,;:) by exploring 

women's narratives. 
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CHAPTER FIVE. 

DISCUSSION. 

Introduction. 

chapter attempts to explore significant themes emerging from the participants' 

stories. spite differences between the personal experiences, their 

narratives allowed way went about seeking to be 

identified. research material <.uE;t-U"&,"''''Y "'''''<'''VA"""" nature ofthe women's 

their context in influencing tl)is. Several 

reactions to the abuse. These can be 

...,""'"',"' .. , .... OlroC~eSs(~s and the ""'1">'"'''''-''-+''''''''' 

factors seem to influenced the wo.me:n 

,understood as either constraining or triggering them to help their 

This discussion and trace the ..... LL' .. ,."' ... 

seeking prc.ce:sses. It will begin with their attempts to women's 

of these 

with abuse 

as isolated individuals, moving on to'show how they sought help within and 

outside of the family, until reached a turning where decidy,d to get 

fonnal Although woman's are unique, they are 

""" .... ,u ..... 'u and discussed the following categories: 

defining abuse, 

,:)ee:Kllll~ help in family. 

Seeking help v .... "ny,"" the family. 

" constraints to 

, " tuming point 

These factors are artificially separated from one another here, but to be 

understood as influencing each other. 

It should also be noted that at time 

with the exception of 

sought 

were still in relationships 

that the abuse was 

stop Their endurance of histories abuse 

these relationships a familiar question, 'why do 
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attempts to answer this question (de Sousa, 1991; C.relles, 1986; Kemp, 1998; Motsei, 

1993), it is hoped that material in study will body 

However, study itself is focused around the question of 'what do women actually 

in to abuse? • 

suggest, leaving their n"I<:I''I'T1<>O'>(1 was, 

contemplate. 

Recognising the abu.se. 

case studies DresenteO In previous chapter 

most cases, an ontlon they could not 

onus is on abused woman to identify situation as dangerous on 

others to about (1999) proposes that it is woman's own 

acknowledgement of the problem of abuse that seeking. 

women's stories suggested that they initially failed to report the abuse to anyone and 

some women seemed reluctant to overtly their situations. This was 

partly they claimed to still love their husbands and clung to hope that 

their husbands would change. 

The narratives, however, that what appeared to be was actually a 

........... ""'.0" of defining their situation and that what was happening to them 

Lemlpert (1996) that silence can 

viewed analytically as the abused women's internal act defining their situations. 

The discomfort a woman suffers this is based on a 

subjective individual (1996) has noted, such a 

.... "'J.L1U' .. V'U usually cultural beliefs and expectations. 

Helman (2000) asserts the attached to an experience is culturally 

determined and that this is often more important than pain For African 

married women, the definition of their situation is complex as it involves the 

uncertainty of how to behave the new and the new family's eXIJec:tatlOflS 

of how a woman should behave. these women did not report the abuse 

initially or )"P(,'P1,"1£> help it from people their relationships, 

they were T ....... ,""'/1 to remain with own explanations and internally ascribed 

..... nulpuPT they may have experienced difficulty trusting their own opinions, 

especially where these differed from the ones around them. Jiving arrangement of 
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the wed couple, which is often to continue living the husband's parents' 

household or at least to their authority, seems to reH~gal[e to the same 

status as children. Under these conditions it may been that women even 

certain of their own interpretations of their and unable to make 

important decisions about lives. 

Although they not it directly, the "lVl1,.-nf"·n stories 'U~1'n"'T·1-rn,PC 

that felt th~t they were being blamed by others and blamed tnems,el 

. because consequence, they then not to reveal violence . 

and to seek help depends, in on the extent 

which the survivor blames herself and suffers guilt about having abused 

ren4JSe, 1998). blame is suggested authors 

as being one the in seeking This appears to be the phase which, 

many of the narratives, the women reported that they were about the 

and were wishing somebody would define the they were as being 

abusive hopefully rescue them. 

addition to about their definition of situations, it appeared that 

women have relu~tant to acknowledge the to themselves. Denial has 

also been sUJ!;ges.ted one of the reasons why women stay in abusive 

relationship before help 1998). In study, denial 

r.l',~n .... ""rI when some women found other reaSons their husbands' behavior as 

tried to define their situations. They that their husbands were and 

blamed factors, alcohol, their from an responsibility. 

abuse to be ignored and to be seen as being a direct of the alcohol. 

one woman study that her alcohol, the rest 

associated husbands' episodes a while 

before seek help. It became they blamed alcohol, and were 

to blame hus~ds. 

For the women who had experienced more emotional and less physical abuse it 

prevented them initially was hard to acknowledge behavior 

seeking help. Additionally, husbands' that were abusive 

constrained the women 

~-" 

confidently defining it as a problem worth seeking help 
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for. they tried to as IS expected 

(Lempert, 1996), until the husband became violent & Steward, 

Arendse, maintain that may be related to the fear of the woman 

even to herself that is in danger. 

It seems the women were silenced by from their 

these delayed their active help Initially they their 

situations they were in while they were involved in an 

own ofthe incidents. addition to 

these 

study 

that prevented women from the >..LAX''''''''' women in this 

additional pertaining to cultural values .,."""t",..,.t" their 

mdep~mdent choices and making. 

un.1'''1':.ll these women would seem to marriages 

an outsider's ..... "'T"......,.."t'" 

staying in 

their narratlves ~Ul';~v;:n that fact "' .... "'.n..>J,F, 

a variety of sources. and 

( argument that a typically abused is hardly passive. argument also 

"'''.U.'''AAF) .... ''' the application of the construct 'learned helplessness' to battered 

women. Marano ( claims, the "t",·r",.."nrr"", that women ,",1<,,,,,,, In 

""",,,,,,,,,,,UAP,,, are 

Lempert (1996) 

do justice 

that their n~c:"n."T" is only 

from the outside, whereas it is an strategy. It seems the women 

as 

",Uj,,-"J',"'''' in an internal process of assessment which they to determine 11/h,,,,1"h,"''' 

and were the appropriate to respond to 

summary, the women in my study were not just passive of abuse. The 

they were not seen as actively help does not mean that their wills were 

........ ,IT",·" or that had not been The narratives that they were 

caught 

following sections 

failures by the 

defining their SltUlatl(lD 

their 

they approached. 
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5.3 Seeking help in the family. 

5.3.1 The family-in-law. 

the women interviewed, four women reported they hoped that others, 

especially parents-in-law intervene without the women having to ...... , .. """'. 

ask for situation that these women were in, that is newly weds, 

going to the for They often that abuse 

would be by ,"Ej ...... ''' ....... 'n elders without them baving to report it first. 

seeme:<1 to be caught between loyalty to their new families and the fantasies of being 

rescued. As collective often influence Africans' ... .., ... ·.;:11 .. ' ... """'~"""".c, it seems 

that they feared alienated from families should independent about 

abuse be made. 

interviews SU12:ges:te<1 that when the women defined their husbands' behaviors as 

abusive and no longer had fantasies about being rescued, husbands' families were 

the to be approached for help. This is consistent with the findings of the 

studies 1998~ 1999), where it was found that route 

by a married African woman who had problems with her husband 

her mother-in-law first. Similar to Hermans' (1999) findings, it seems that 

aDI)rollcn allows the to be the first, it is only when the 

immediate family members to address woman's problem that other 

of extended family, like aunts and uncles, become involved. expectations 

"' ..... v •• '" TI' ..... 'p;)TfH! the family the traditional cultural belief that 

a woman is 'married by' husband's family as is referred to as 'our wife' 

1998). 

The of family as a private unit in Western ideology the that 

battering should be seen as individual problem (Maconachie et 1993). This, of 

course, its own difficulties. On other band, the African nature 

sees abuse as a bigger family matter (Chikanda, 1999) which 

make it harder for women to reach out for outside help without consulting the family. 

women are obliged to not only individual but also the 

collective interests of 'the family' into which they are are to 

of the 
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The women, who seeking from husband's family, them 

effective stoppirtg the because of the position authority that the parents 

10 families. often being disappointed when 

family members failed to address or stop the Although all women 1 

interviewed lived in the township, from parents-in-law who lived in rural 

their narratives revealed that they too adhered to this cultural of being 

'married by' husbands' and were therefore determined to matter 

within extended family. In instances where the in·laws were in the 

nearest or were main sources support were called in to deal 

with the reported It seems that saw the of outside the 

family as being to ending the they were reluctant to do. 

narratives nn1Np.'Vp.T revealed that 

seen by the women as etlectlVe in solving 

counselJing within the 

problems. 

was not 

uggest(~a that 

their mothers-in-law were often reluctant to their sons in the wrong. In response 

to their .. "" ...... """ ... '" help, women sometimes what eXI)efllem~ed as 

further victimisation degradation, as (1998), has noted. This WFol:''''''''' how 

..., ..... ",." .... the in resolving disputes, particularly in of their family 

members, the UUL'''''''~ Harris and Dewdney (1994) warn the members 

informal network are not reliable sources help, some may with man 

the woman (particularly members famiJyof This have 

part of the reason why of the interventions by families failed. 

From the women's it appeared that primary goal of 

family and did not, 

the women's perspective, perceive their as values worth 

Instead, manner 10 to reconcile the couple 

demonstrated a strong tendency to hold the women accountable the welfare 

of husbands and responses 

them 

husbands' 

reaching out for "outside' 

me:ne,ctnre in stopping the 

women going, further hindering 

even the attempts were 
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When the repeated attempts by relatives the township to stop the abuse the 

c0l1l0le would even referred to the areas for resolution disputes 

intervention in the abuse. This be based on a belief that the elder and wiser 

family members in the areas would be able to stop the These meetings 

'higher courts' could often happen months after the incidents 

of and could not address emergencies of violence in the It 

is also that 1-'''''\)'1-'1'''' involved in these discussions could be men 

"><"""''''''' to belief that wives are husbands' ..,. ... n ... pT"1nr and they therefore 

to discipline them. It is not that the of those 

attempts would be favor patriarchal system. women's 

narratives reflected in the authority of the and importance 

of having living townships maintain links the kinship rural 

areas. Inevitably, the women's faith in system prolonged their in the abusive 

Tn~lrrt~crp~ when submitted to elders'decisions. 

Many African societies are known to patriarchal (Chikanda, According to 

Chikanda, the women are peripheral and have little say what happens 

their lives. The men responsibility for decision-making and resolution in this 

patriarchal family structure, and also not allow couple to have 

independence and autonomy. In these women's there may 

acknowledgement of the situation of being abused but nothing seemed to be 

done to the instead she has to return to husband and cycle 

continues. contrast to \,l .... ori'7' suggestion, that the popular sector may 

the person in distress further however, these 

did not the women for further help. lllSiteaLO they prevented them from 

IJettm!! vu~;uu'" help abuse. is possible these T<l .... nnr LU ... U.V .... 

not want them to get professional help because were ...... "'"' .. ..., ... ., about stigma of 

wife beating. It seems that shaming the was as a problem and the 

individual's suffering was of importance to family name (Lee, 1996). 

For two ofthe women in attempts to to husband's relatives 

did not always attention. some instances failed to 

respond to women's complaints. The women who ext)enienl~d 

undervalued by the family and they eventually seem to have stopped consulting them 
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and see'kllllg their intervention. It also seems that ignored by the n"'." •• n"~" 

influenced perception of the seriousness of their problems fed into doubts 

about the legitimacy of their complaints. In summary, women sought help 

from in-laws they persisted failure by these family members 

to stop the abuse. 

5.3.2 Tbe women's family of origin. 

A harder decision for the women to was whether to their own families. 

Some did run to their families they were in danger. However, the 

women told of having difficulty revealing experiences of physical abuse, even to 

their mothers. they were with they would suffer in 

opening up about abuse until the signs of distress. 

are a number of possible reasons for reluctance to the to their 

own families. it seems possible that some did not because of the hope that 

their husbands would change. It seemed they to protect their husbands from 

the prejudice of their families. Secondly, it seems that they were ashamed to admit to 

faile4 as a wife. According to Lempert (1996), choosing not to tell means that 

their husband's actions are rendered invisible to others. sees 

...... ilU ...... «;"' ........ of as a strategy a way in which UIJ''''"",Y 

women claim their sense of Thirdly, women to the need to be 

loyal to their busbands and their husband's family. Fourtbly, women are socialised 

into sexual, physical and mental without (Chikanda 

1992). Therefore, running away from an relationship is seen as a wealmess 

woman also family of origin. 

When the women ultimately told of the they suffered, their families 

synlpatb1~sed with but could not help them in anyway other letting them 

,",,,,,un .. '''' In and supporting This coincides with (1998) conception of 

the ofthe women's Maconachie et a1. (1993) maintain that African 

customary law, the marriage is seen as a social and economic alliance between two 

families that wives are the between the two It therefore is a huge 

responsibility a woman to maintain the link it is important to use the 

established procedure, which ensures continued connection between two 

families. family is the social institution that is to advocate for it's 
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member but suggest dilemma they themselves concermng 

this Family members, therefore, were reported to both support and constrain 

women ........ "''!-.. ,,''',. (1998), also su~~geste,(l. 

5.3.3 Leaving husband as a help seeking strategy. 

Similarly to what suggests (Kazarian & 

1993), followed a "!>tir""...., 

1998; Maconachie et aI., 

husbands and 

returning repeatedly. this was CUInpjJCi:lleU 

these women husbands, it had a meaning to 

manetm:y ending the marriages. Instead they it as a temporary arrangement 

women did not want to their they wanted to stop the 

After having unsuccessful in getting help from their husbands' families, some 

the women to Xhosa use their families as refuge or tribunal 

(Van der Vliet, 1991). It appeared to one of the women's help behaviors, 

and it differed from leaving m for periods, from a day 

to a of months. women were not they stayed 

with families of origin, who were known to abusers. The narratives 

suggested that this behavior was to the Xhosa ukutheleka, in which 

the women could return to their families and husbands would have to "' ..... " ... , .. " .... ,,'" 

formally and even pay more cattle for wives to return to their homes (Van 

Vliet, 1991). Through this the women for a change their husbands' 

behavior, as well as communicate to their relatives need protection. 

However, it seems that this strategy was not the traditional dual purpose, as 

suggested in literature. Instead, it to serve only the women's male family 

interests, that of getting more women's of demanding 

treatment in the marriage, in this stopping the abuse, was often 

...... " ... "'''' As Armstrong (1998) custom of apologising "'''L'T>nnl.I''.:,rt_ ...... ~ 

unacceptability of the violence but at the same time also it hard for woman 

to about it the man has apologised. general this 

however, did not seem to stop abuse. 

While 

return, 

additional 

literature that women who the relationships are forced to 

co-dependence as the (George, cultural pressures is an 

for 1,"U'u"a women. ,,,,,,,'f-"n. women reported told by 
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"<u,.un',,,i3 to to 

" .... u .... ,"' .... also did not women for professional help, aeS1pne their failed 

<ltt" ........... ,t« to help in the situations . 

.,.,.,<,'''''To:1 research "~"'''''''''''''' the use for abused women was another option 

women decided to their UU;:"JaJlIU~ (Arendse, Ueorge, 1999; 

Maconachie et at, 

participants 

Pahl, 1985; Shir, 1999J Shelters were not referred to 

interviews it is possible that were not aware 

existence. The reason for this may because of the history of the HV"-""'''''';'',''''''''''' 

of facilities 

surmon from the 

~u,"' ... ~ women msteal[l, the women to be extlau~stmlg 

and friends, which culturally saIJlcuom:u to some eXllem. 

before they could other ms1tltul10DlS. 

the women made use own families sanctuary more than any 

resource. not leave peImaneIltly but 

husband would follow and fetch as traditionally expected. They followed this 

traditional way of "'''',",''''"LL", help, exhausting the possibilities within their " ........ ,H,."" 

h""",.,.r",, they looking In this it emerged that the 

...... uu .... ,"'.., control thus 

outside for belp. Armstrong's L.lH,UJU"'V study sums 

family has in this which seems to be supported 

women 

powertbat 

this study: 

A woman who might act powerfully in her job, who may have 

the stand social may still 

feel when it comes to deciding to marriage 

because this is a decision which the whole eXlen(lea family 

a say (Armstrong, 1998, 

extended 

narratives the importance that the women ascribed to married 

status as the reason for their to seek of the women were 

determined to married. when it seemed no relationship existed between 

themasa the abuse to Only two women reported 

considering a divorce, they were that 

decision at time. This is with (1998) that some 
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women remain tn!:lfTJl"rI in name while lack emotional and matenal benefits 

that most women extlect from the marriage. 

women indirectly retl!rre:d to a complicated relationship n""T1'~''''''''n marriage by 

civil rites and customary union. Three of the women in the study, who were married 

according to customary and did not have a marriage, that 

demanded a civil as another attempt to seemed to 

attribute the to the fact they did not possess a u."''''.u .. 5 .... ..H ................ They 

see:me:Q to believe that a certificate would bring "' ...... 'u .. marriages 

and stop abuse. They, however, found that the did not even 

when they had a marriage certificate. the """"'T""",1,,,, seemed to offer a 

sense of belonging and written proof of being a wife. It marriages 

were sanctioned, therefore rather than customary which were 

previously denied Although the customary union is now partially 

recognised South African law (Human Watch, 1995), it is possible that 

some women stiU that might not protection IS 

unavailable. It seems saw it as a necessity to approach formal 

help and absence prevented them from this help. 

The women reported additional on African woman to stay in an abusive 

mamage. of the women described the stigma attached to the marriage 

being names by At some level, this seems to have discouraged 

from exercising the option of leaving the permanently as home is 

not socially condoned. 

This section that nonns surrounding and the of being 

married constrained them from help. It was important to these women to 

remain and they were detennined to deal with the abuse while in marriage 

than considering the relationship. Some reported demanding civil 

despite abuse had already experienced. 
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Seeking help outside the family. 

5.4.1 Community members as sources of help. 

Some women reported they used people in '"'" ............... 1 as sources of help 

once the family had failed However, three women did not make use of 

the support from neighbors the """E;ULllUllE, .lUriJ'''UJlE for to 

(lISICIOl;e marital problems to DeCIDle 

when were severe beatings that 

"" •• '"'u .. · .... help a crisis. once ..... ,,'s .. U''''. 

for women to them for assistance, for prcltec:tlon when danger or 

for other practical aSSilstmc~e related to abuse. 

women experienced mixed responses they approached and 

n"» ........... » in their community for The support given some 

suggested that wife was unacceptable to community members. In some 

cases they that the men in the neighborhood intervened, sometimes 

challenging the husband to them of beating powerless wives. This 

response by the neighbors seemed to make it for the women to their 

help, possibly because had shown their sympathy and did not seem to blame 

In many cases where community intervened, however, intervention was 

often directed towards pacifying abuser than the woman. It might 

be expected that these concerned neighbors would suggest that the women 

professionals assistance as an appropriate resolution of the problem as well as . 

• _~ •. 'AA1::> the burden off their shoulders. However this did not appear to the case 

most of the stories. Only two women reported the suggested that they 

seek professional help. 

women where community reluctant 

intervene times of urgent need help. apathy emerged from the 

perception the were man had paid lobola, as one of the 

women suggested. The cultural significance of lobola was denying them the 

possibilities help sources. Whether were neighbors 

or some incidents by the women revealed that community 

not to help what is as a 'family matter' even in 

of danger. (1998) found women did not 
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surmort to abused women because ' did not want to concerns about 

interfering 'private' disputes are wen recognised the literature 

(Maconachie et aI, Pahl,1985; & 1991). these 

have been by lobola "'I",r"'Tn which suggests that men 

bought his to the women. 

For the community leaders in the townships were another potential source 

support that was also approached to stop the Depending on the kind of 

difficulties were when were threats or the husband 

kicked the woman out of the two women committees to 

intervene. According to one women, she found committees to 

their moved on to seek help from the organisation. 

It important note that is recognition and use of community who 

are as power, of whether power is related to the 

at hand or not. However, no one seemed powerful enough to 

on beating wife. consulting the organisations was menw[)ne:a 

one woman's possibility that it may form of many 

cannot dismissed. 

Seeking medical attention. 

Several women reported sustaining severe injuries stabbings or being Deaten 

with objects. It that 

expectations were only that 

clinic, 

medical attention, such as 

and bandages for was consistent what Washkansky 

(2000) found that women were not see:K1f:12 to with psychological of 

abuse. It seems that mental occupies a position oflower priority 

physical health and other basic needs. None were to report their 

husbands as responsible for the 

Women sought medical help reported they gave reports either 

voluntarily or husbands were to sure that not 

reveal real cause of the Some of the reports accidental 

injuries, or being This was consistent with findings by Maconachie aL 

(1993) that battered women may return numerous times to same practitioner for 
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attention without mentioning battering. It appears that in they lost 

hope that their husbands would cna:ngc and they had had enough. When they finally 

told the truth and were encouraged to lay for some this became a realisation 

that they had abused and had a right to protection from justice system. 

5.4.3 Alternative help. 

Two women reported that consulted with traditional £1 .. ,.. • .,..--': the 

family situation felt powerless. Interestingly one case, was a joint 

venture by both the woman and abusive husband, whereas in another case the 

husband chose consult stories the two women told, 

seemed to be an indication that the abusive husbands acknowledged that there 

was a problem in their relationship. traditional healers are to 

......... ,,F, ..... ,,"'.., the cause of problem as existing 'out , not within control of the 

people as explanation is often 'micro-social (family or community) 

and supernatural (Freeman & Motsei, 1992). Such explanations may be manipulated 

by the abusers to their advantage thus suggesting that they are powerless positions, 

rellan:lInll changing behavior. Freeman and (1992), point out the 

disadvantages of such explanations, that they may result in community 

disharmony, 'because the guilt put onto neighbors or . This 

nn'\ll1P'\T,;>'T preserve couple's while absolving the abusive nus,barul of any 

responsibility for the 

Economic to help. 

A consideration of the economic status of these women and the it may have 

played in their inability to is important to explore. most of the women 

interviewed were either unemployed or earned too little to sustain themselves and 

their it would expected financial constraints would one ofthe 

issues that influenced their decision to as well as actual help Seekmlg 

nroces,s. However, though women hinted at the losing financial from 

the husbands, their narratives did not emphasise this as being the most important 

reason. The possible reason for may have been that these women live 

"'V.LULliu.u •. ~""" where deprivation is a way oflife. They had expectation 

of being economically supported by their husbands. 
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5.6 point 

As the discussion suggested that these women were not they were 

active in developing their own to or cope with violence 

1998). They had experiences seeking help within the systems. 

At some point, however all the women made a decision to out to more formal 

sources of help that brought them the range research project. No 

was by all women as a formal help. 

however, identified factors that served as points' and these are 

discussed in this section. 

According to three of the women, a turning point, which made to finally 

out for formal help, were incidents in their children were also D~len. 

women did not their children to grow up in homes. Of the three, one 

woman experienced a long history of emotional abuse was about the 

emotional abuse on the children. observed that children were 

scared of their father. (1998) argues that a woman's desire to her 

children can her to Many women seemed to violence directed 

at them, refused to accept it when it was directed towards children. This idea 

is supported by (1998) when maintains that it is only a stage when 

abusive behavior is enacted on the children that the women ._;, • .,'" 

professional It also emerged that two cases the children were used the 

implementing of the initial Two women reported sending children to the 

agency to report on behalf, the children be listened to'. 

In it did not to be the of the or injury pushed the 

women in study to seek outside help. It seems that cumulative 

relJei:liLeU abuse to is what may 

women to seek help beyond family. The women sought when 

it intolerable for them. For some women this seemed to happen after the 

husbands destroyed property than when were beaten or stabbed. Two 

women, who had previously sustained ~HI' .... n,,,, 

laid charges 

counseling services. It seems it was for them to 

and never laid charges, 

refiem:~d for 

destruction of property 

help that than help for physical and emiOU(Jlnal -""-e,-' 
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As the became involved in the initial stages of help """,ft>u]:;, they also 

influenced the women's decision to come out for help outside the family. Most 

women reported that their husbands' families prevented them from help 

VUI""."'I .... the family. to one woman, however, ultimately got approval 

from the family to outside help. It seems, however, that the 'permission' by his 

family to get outside help does not necessarily mean that the woman win come out for 

help, a lot more is involved at a personal level, such as losing hope that the husband 

would his behavior and even loss oflove for the husband. A third person may 

identify abuse and suggest that a woman help, but it solely on her 

whether to take that or not. According to "for some women, the 

only factor that them to help or the abusive relationship is the 

realisation that the relationship is which happens when the husband finally tens 

that he does her any more"(1998, p.51). 

women reported the role of the media in enlightening them about their status 

of being abused them in the isolation. Two women reported 

that they information from community radio thus helping them to 

recognise abuse as well as influencing them to seek professional help. It seems 

that lack of knowledge about whether they were abused and what services were 

available for them was another constraint in help. Arendse (1998) maintains 

that awareness about the "'''''1'''7'1'''''''' available to them also influences the wo,me:n 

decision to help. 

5.7 Summary. 

This chapter acknowledges the actions of the women in attempting to deal with 

abuse, which are not seen by public. African married women can 

seen as staying in the abusive marriages for thus being labeled as being 

'dependent', 'masochistic' or even . While they may appear passive from the 

perspective formal agencies, they fact seem to actively help, 

"'A ........ ., .... ]:; the informal resources to them. The material revealed 

actions, which are influenced and constructed by their culture and the dilemmas 

they have to in process. They to have repeated 

victimisation as well as being failed by institutions that they consulted for help. 
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CHAPTER SIX. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

In this chapter I attempt to make recommendations on the basis of my 

I conducted research in a counselling organisation, I have particUlarly 

the recommendations that would be for them study has shown 

the and detennination of African women their attempts to help for 

abusive marriages. Asking abused women to tell stories led to a 

understanding of what women were confronted with and how much had to 

struggle with in help. This is not only important to acknowledge but also 

to tap into as an important resource. The study highlighted the 

complexity of the help seeking process by Xhosa women which is influenced by the 

:individual, and societal factors. It their of help seeKln 

begins with the women's recognition and definition of their abusive situations and the 

it warrants help. 

individual level, that prevented women help 

A ..... _ .. ~AA~ ..... as to the reasons for staying in abusive relationships, such as love 

for their husbands that will and of 

further violence. It seems that the women may considered act of complaining 

about the violence to humiliating for them, reflecting them to 'bad 

It"p·"tppn"I and self confidence Such perceptions which may have damaged their 

"U~;5"""'" a need to validate of each woman's PV."\P1··'P1"I,(,""" 

women who ,have It is Tnpl'PT,C\TP essential that the counse]]ors begin by 

working on helping them r",,,,,,.ft their own self worth and 

most important lesson from this study the help 

within the family, especiaHy in the husbands' families. may represent the value 

they on their and that the women attach a Jot of importance 

sense of belonging to families. Though they regarded the family as the first 

source to go same family can at times be oppressive to women. The 

traditional expectations of keeping it within the family despite failed attempts by 

families, delayed them more help outside the family. 
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Additionally, the sympathetic from the family members by acknowledging 

their situation prevented them looking further for help. on its own 

makes them invisible and 'hard-to-reach clients' for professionals. It also implies that 

there might be a number of women who are caught the 'traditional route' of 

help within the informal sources and do not the point of outside 

help. Some may become discouraged by repeated failed attempts and up trying to 

help. The implication of this that women not be able to 

eventually reach the women's counselJing for help. it would 

to attribute such failure to their own psychological limitations while the 

have failed 

This highlights the need for the helping agencies to incorporate the families in their 

education with the emphasis on the of the family concerning Issue 

of help for abuse. family should be at the core of the programmes which 

focus on problem solving within the For 

example, women can be targeted and sensitised on the traditional participation 

of mothers-in-law on the mothers-in-law may be a target group which 

could result in a shift their thinking and challenge the social attitudes that frowns at 

discourage attempts to out for outside 

Another point of is that the women to foHowa similar pattern in 

SeeKlIILg help. pattern reflects their first as beginning by reporting the 

to the husbands' families mediation before going to their families for sympathy 

and support, and then requested the community U ..... U1V .... ' intervention. 

suggests that help from the informal sources of help was significant for them. 

spite of the hindrance by these informal support networks, they might be a potential 

resource mental health most women reach out primarily to 

help, should be extended to as groups within the 

community as possible. the South African situation of resources, this 

highlights the for collaboration between the informal sources of help like 

family, nei~hbours and community and professional helpers, if helping the 

abused women is to be effective. 
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Additionally, the study suggested that the women only wanted the abuse to end, not to 

end their relationships (State response to Domestic Violence, 1995). This means that 

those they reach out to for help take into<account what these 

women see as appropriate help on individual situations. What needs to be emphasised 

and noted is the need for the counsellor and the individual woman to co-construct 

what works best for the woman. Inability to do this can render the counseHor unable 

to access the client's world. It is important to note that several peopJe they trusted 

betrayed women. They with ambivalence 

of not being believed, not being taken seriously, and expecting to be failed once 

more. It also su~gested that the training of counsellors be designed to take on 

issue of which is experienced through ret>ea1ted 

attempts to help. 

the literature ""'55"'''~'' that wife is better nnr,,,,,rC'Tnr,n within the 

macrostructure of the society, this study also provides insight into the role of informal 

sources for and community leaders, supporting the women 

while at the same time restricting them from reaching the professional services. While 

were as influential and important people, the study them to 

nn'\MPTIIP(:(: in their attempts to deal with this they seem to have a 

potential if they were to work differently. calls for recognition of their potential 

therapeutic value, which should be cultivated into therapy and the of the 

women. For example, their lack of power can be addressed by setting up backup 

legal organisations the police to help provide the neeaea 

and support in a co-ordinated manner. It is influential position can be 

used by with them in them advocates for the women. 

helping on the solutions should the 

of the women's extended attempts to get from those who, accordh;lg to Western 

staJlaaras, are not regarded as professionals. Attempts to educate them about a 

they can play in helping hundreds of women through prompt referral for professional 

help would be a What is here is intervention by both the 

informal support network and the U""VU"F. .. ,!;""U,"' .... '.:>. This is a challenge for 

professionals to draw upon 

the communities and 

utilise already structures within 

values to benefit the abused women. comprehensive 
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community intervention would cost effective and aUeviate possibility of 

sabotaging .helping process. 

The implications for the study are that it suggests intervention approaches that require 

an in-depth exploration of beliefs A better understanding of the 

women's heJp behaviors informs the professionals' intervention on 

how to effectively help them without disregarding cultural values. This research, 

therefore, provided important for training of on how to be 

better equipped to help these women. Taking cognisance of these insights may help 

to adapt their methods and focus of training order to bridge the gap 

between cultures and to make intervention more effective. 

study highlights the need for further in-depth resleB.n;h into the problem order 

to formulate more culturally sensitive assessment, intervention strategies and 

programs. The raised by these emphasise the unique and 

specific problems encountered by women and the fact that potential 

interventions need to be tailored to address these issues. There is still a deal 

more to know about how people change culturally sanctioned attitudes. It is suggested 

that there is a need for continued research which pays closer attention to the 

microdynamics within specific groups order to capture the process of changes. This 

win . inform the mental health workers to find ways of helping the women 

~",.u,u,.,,~.., of their cultural values and in training of C01lDse.W:>I 

study has contributed to putting the issue of cultural influences on agenda of 

domestic in South It is hoped it to an understanding 

of some social influences that appear to be inherent in cases domestic abuse. 
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